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A Signal System for
Your Business
Here is a method of control that gives you
the vital facts and figures every day
N EVERY business there are enough hazards . . .

enough unknown factors . . . without the added
Ihandicap
of late and unreliable working data.

The least that every executive should have is
timely figures upon which to base important deci
sions. When he has the figures from each depart merit — posted up to date every day — he has a
signal system that tells him when to open the throt
tle and when to apply the brakes,
Elliott-Fisher gives you these advantages without
interfering in the slightest way with your present ac
counting routine. Without adding a man to your pay
roll, Elliott-Fisher compiles the figures every day for
every department and at nine each morning pre
sents you with a complete, concise summary.
Yesterday’s orders, sales billed, accounts receiv
able and payable, bank balances ... all the vital

figure-facts you need, are posted and compared with
the figures for the same day a week ago, a month
ago and a year ago.
At a glance you can tell exactly where you stand
and then base your decisions on the facts of today,
not on ancient history. Even when you are away from
the office an Elliott-Fisher report can be forwarded
every day, keeping you in touch with the tide of
your business, almost as effectively as if you were at
your desk.
Thousands of the country’s leading business firms
depend on Elliott-Fisher. We’d like to tell you more
about the part Elliott-Fisher fact-finding machinery
plays in their success. Send,
today, the coupon below

Elliott-Fisher
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Good News........ for
Read the letter below, sent to members of the accounting
profession, explaining our attitude toward the Exam
ination Coaching Course as a short cut preparation for
American Institute, C. P. A., and Public Accountants
examinations.

Then read the special announcement on the opposite page.
Dear Mr.------ :

The success of Walton is in a large measure due to the kind cooperation of the
members of the accounting profession and their expressed and continued interest in our
work. It is, therefore, with added pleasure that we send a copy of our “Special Announce
ment” in order to acquaint you with the increased diploma requirements of our graduates.
With reference to the Examination Coaching Course, I wish to state that we
make no separate public offering of this course because of the difficulty of judging the
candidate’s fitness to take the course. It is unfortunately true that many overrate their
ability and want a “short cut” road to examination success. If they are not fully
qualified, they cannot get the good out of the Course that they should and therefore fail
in their objective.

The “short cutters” fail to realize that if they are going to make a success of their
profession they must know more than just enough to pass the examination. Medical and
law students do not study merely for their degrees. And so accounting students who are
preparing for their life work should learn all they can about their chosen profession.
The value of practical experience is more than admitted, and combined with
academic training makes an ideal combination in preparation for the examination. The
academic training in the experience of examination room conditions, such as the analysis
and solving of written problems and answering of theory and auditing questions, is of
great assistance to the candidate.
To those who have not had Walton training, the Advanced Accounting section
of Accounting Principles and Procedure, available by entrance examination, offers in
reality a coaching course with the decided additional advantage of the Lectures which
are a part of each lesson.
With appreciation of your kind interest in the endeavors of our School, I am

Sincerely yours,
Charles H. Langer, President
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Accountancy Students!
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
For several months we have been devoting considerable time and effort to the educational phase
of our work, which among other advantages has resulted in the adoption of new achievement
standards for our Diploma graduates, thereby advancing the interests of our future graduates.
The new Diploma Course consists of
Accounting Principles and Procedure, and three diploma electives:
Business Law, Cost Accounting, Federal Income Tax Accounting
which trains the student in all phases of Accounting and Law that are required for the American
Institute, C. P. A., and Public Accountants Examinations in addition to the three Diploma electives
we are offering a new elective subject, Mathematics of Accounting and Finance.
The Walton Course comprises Accounting Principles and Procedure and four elective subjects of
which three are Diploma electives. The student has his choice of any three electives. As a rule, the
electives chosen will be Diploma electives unless the student is especially interested in Mathematics
of Accounting and Finance.
The Accounting Principles and Procedure and Three Electives are offered at no
increase in tuition — $186.00 — with initial and monthly payments as before.
The high success percentage of Walton diploma graduates in the C. P. A. and American Institute
Examinations proves the thoroughness of the Diploma Course training as a preparation for the
examinations. We have more than 1,000 Walton students who have secured their C. P. A. degrees
by examination, of which less than 5% took the coaching course. This wonderful success permits us
from a sound business policy and as an evidence of our faith in Walton training to offer the Exam
ination Coaching Course of 50 lessons to Walton diploma graduates without charge other than
$20.00 for material. The Examination Coaching Course is offered under the conditions stated below:
“The School agrees, should a Diploma Course graduate sit for and fail to pass the Certified
Public Accountant, Public Accountant, or American Institute Examination within one
year of the completion of the Diploma Course, to offer to such graduate the Examination
Coaching Course without charge other than the material cost of Twenty Dollars. To gain
the advantages of continued study, the requirement is made that the Examination
Coaching Course be completed within one year from the time of notification of failure to
pass the first examination.
“Furthermore, should the student sit for and fail to pass the second examination within
one year of the completion of the Examination Coaching Course, the school will continue
to give him additional coaching without any cost, until he is successful.”
The Examination Coaching Course furnishes intensive training in the solving of practical accounting
problems and in answering theory and auditing questions on the more Advanced Theory and
Practice, Cost Accounting, and Federal Income Tax Accounting. The practical accounting prob
lems and theory and auditing questions are carefully selected from the Certified Public Accountant
and American Institute Examinations and afford excellent additional training in preparation for
the Examinations. Sufficient problems of each type are given to assure mastery of principles and
technique.
And Thus Commences a New Chapter in Walton History Which We Know Will be of Great Benefit to
Our Students.
George J. Tegtmeyer
C.P.A.
Secretary

WaltonSchool
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Chicago

351-361

Fill in and mail today the coupon below. It may well be a vital step toward your future advancement and success
CLIP, SIGN and MAIL for FREE BOOK
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More Than
PROTECTION!
The Century Protectograph is
an efficient, economical and
versatile business instrument

AUDIT
WORKING
PAPERS
By J. Hugh Jackson
An authoritative text on one of
the most important phases
of Accountancy

Price $5.00 a copy

This book outlines a plan for the
accountant to follow when he
audits a set of books and places be
fore executives and owners the find
ings of his audit.

The new Century Protectograph is much more than a
check-writer. In addition to writing and protecting
checks, drafts and vouchers, it can be used on stock and
bond certificates, on mortgages, contracts, tickets, on all
business forms where a permanent imprint is desired.
Interchangeable prefix plates, added to the amount line,
distinguish separate operations and provide increased
protection.

On any type of job, the Century wins favor for its
speed and ease of handling. Tests show that girls with
out previous experience quickly learn to write checks for
miscellaneous amounts at the rate of more than one
thousand an hour. Mistakes are almost impossible with
the three-color keyboard and visible register.
For its varied uses, for its conservation of time and
energy, and for the protection it affords, the Century
will prove to any business an economical investment. It
is durable and moderately priced — the product of a
concern with thirty years’ experience in guarding writ
ten records against alteration. You can confidently
recommend it to your clients. The Todd Company,
Protectograph Division. (Est. 1899) Rochester, N. Y.
Sok makers of the Protectograph, the new Super-Safety
Checks and Podd Greenbac Checks.

TODD SYSTEM
OF CHECK PROTECTION

The subject of working papers from
a practical standpoint forms one of
the most important phases of an
auditor’s work; a discussion of this
technical phase of the public ac
countant’s work is the sum of this
book.

This book fills a long-felt want, it
should be in the library of every ac
countant’s office and be made avail
able to every member of his staff.
It should be read and studied by
every student who is preparing him
self to enter the public practice of
accounting or auditing.

American Institute of
Accountants Foundation
135 Cedar Street New York, N. Y.
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NO RISK in this
RECOMMENDATION

OU can recommend any piece of this equipment. . .
without qualification ... from a typewriter to a tabula
tor, from a card form to a ledger binder, with this thought
in mind .. . that if it didn’t perform its particular duty bet
ter than other equipment does ... it would not bear the
mark of Remington Rand.
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Revised Edition!
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VOLUME I

VOLUME II

VOLUME III

VOLUME IV

Third Edition—September, 1928

C.P.A. Newlove’s

ACCOUNTlNG

Theory, Auditing and Problems
A four-volume digest of problems and ques
tions given in 838 C. P. A. examinations by
accountancy boards in 48 states; November,
1927 papers are included. Distribution is:
California.........................
Florida...............................
Illinois................................
Indiana..............................
Massachusetts...............
Michigan..........................
Missouri............................

36
23
41
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16
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Prepare for the November, 1929

C.P.A . and American Institute
Examinations at the
Co-operative Training Course
The Co-operative Training Course was offered for
the first time in June, 1922, in response to a long and
insistent demand of those who recognized the need of
a review in preparation for C.P.A. examinations which
would be organized scientifically and conducted by
experts of established reputation and skill. The unusual
success which attended the first course and which has
been since generally maintained by succeeding groups of
candidates has served to confirm the utility and de
sirability of the Co-operative Training Course.
From the outset, the Co-operative Training Course
has attracted only the best type of candidates, many
of whom have had long and varied experience in the
practical field. Testimonials from former members of
the classes are on file and may be freely consulted by
those who may wish to investigate before enrolling.

The course in preparation for the November examina
tions will begin on Saturday, September 7, 1929 and
will close on Saturday, November 9, 1929.

If interested write for announcement
addressing the

Co-operative Training Course
150 Nassau Street

New York City

or telephone Beekman 7737

New Jersey........................ 16
New York.......................... 60
Ohio...................................... 22
Pennsylvania.................... 30
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The four buckram-bound volumes contain 400
problems and 5,606 questions, classified in
related groups, with lectures authenticated by
7,579 specific references to recognized accounting
authorities. Volume II solves problems in Volume
I; Volume IV problems in Volume III. Time
allowances are given so problems may be solved
under C. P. A. conditions.
A Golden Opportunity

This set is almost indispensable to C. P. A.
candidates as it combines C. P. A. theory and
auditing questions with authenticated lectures,
and classified C. P. A. problems with solution
and time allowances.

FREEEXAMINATIONCOUPON
THEWHITE PRESSCOMPANY, INC.,
Departmental Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.
You may send me on 5 days approval books checked.
□ Complete Set (Four Volumes, 1,835 pages), $15.00
□ Volume I and Solutions (Vol. II), $7.50
□ Volume III and Solutions (Vol. IV), $7.50
I agree to pay for the books or return them postpaid within
five days of receipt.

Signed.......... ................... ....................................
Street...............................................
City..........................................

Write for Illustrative Circular
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The Pathfinder Service Bulletin
PURPOSE:—To describe, discuss and explain new, efficient
forms—methods—systems—and to prove that “PATHFINDER
SERVICE” is of real value to practicing accountants who use it.
CONTENTS:—Feature articles by Public Accountants, Aud
itors, Comptrollers, and Executives. Short comments—helpful
hints—practical ideas—a little advertising—evenly mixed.

READERS:—Those who try to keep in touch with what is
new and efficient in the field of Accounting. Sample Bulletin
for the asking, and a year’s service FREE if you like it.

Charles R. Hadley Company
pathfinders
330 N. Los Angeles St.
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To Candidates
for the next C. P. A. Examination
N addition to its regular Course, the International Accountants Society, Inc., offers
a special Coaching Course for Accountants who are planning to take the C. P. A.
Examination.
This Course will be supplied only to those who are already competent accountants,
as no attempt is made to teach general accounting in this course. The instruction is
pointed directly at the C. P. A. Examination.
Something more than a knowledge of accounting is necessary to insure success in
the examination room.
Solving examination problems is vastly different from the usual work of making au
dits, installing systems, or conducting investigations. Many men with little or no practical
experience can solve C. P. A. problems readily—many others with years of experience
flounder pitifully in the examination room. WHY? The candidate is required to work
at top speed. He must work with limited information. He has to construct definitions.
Very often it is necessary for him to use unusual working sheets.

I

The C.P.A. Coaching Course given by the International Accountants Society, Inc., pre
pares you to meet such conditions. The fee is $42 and the text consists of twenty lessons.

Particularly noteworthy features of the training are:
100 problems in Practical Accounting with
solutions and comments
100 questions and answers in Accounting Law
100 questions and answers in Auditing
100 questions and answers in Theory of
Accounts
Elaborate explanations and comments that in
clude, in addition to the finished statements or
solutions, such items as suggestions for "Notes
to the Examiner,” working sheets, side calcu
lations, use of proper terminology, and discus
sions of authoritative opinions.

Problems and questions (1) actually used in
a C. P. A. or an A. I. A. examination, or (2)
specially prepared to train the candidate in
handling certain points likely to be encoun
tered in the examination.
Personal correction,criticism, and grading of
every examination paper by a Certified Public
Accountant who has himself passed the C.P.A.
examination. There are sixteen such Certified
Public Accountants on the Active Faculty of
the International Accountants Society, Inc.

A SPECIAL booklet, “Hou> to Prepare for the C. P. A. Examination," is now ready for those
who are interested. For a free copy, just write your name 'and address below and mail.

International Accountants Society, inc.
A Division of the
ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
To the International Accountants Society, Inc., 3411 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Send me the special booklet, "How to Prepare for the C. P. A. Examination,”
which describes your special Coaching Course for accountants.

Name_________ ______ ____ ___ Company.---------------------------------- Address------------------ -------
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Burroughs

Accounting Machine
with Direct Multiplication
The only accounting machine that multiplies

directly—prints results and totals by a single

key depression—handles completely such ac
counting work as pro-rating, payroll, cost rec
ords, billing, etc.

Also typewrites, adds, subtracts, and accumu
lates totals. Posts ledger and statement and

makes proof journal with distribution, and sim
ilar combinations of records, simultaneously.
Call the local Burroughs office for a dem
onstration of this new Accounting Machine.

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY
6298 SECOND BOULEVARD, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
ADDING
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Auditing an Investment Trust
By Edward A. Benson
In view of the numerous descriptions of the various types of
investment trusts, this paper will be limited to some phases of
auditing procedure affecting the management type of investment
trust, whose activities are international in scope.
On first confronting the responsibility of verifying the owner
ship of vast sums invested in various kinds of securities, and of
cash in banks here and abroad, and realizing the difficulty of at
taining a reasonable certainty as to the income produced there
from, one is apt to feel that an unqualified certificate could
never be given by an auditor, at least sufficiently near the date of
examination to be of any value. However, when the accounting
system provides for control of these factors, the auditor meets
with no special difficulties.
BALANCE-SHEET

Assets. The first concern of the auditor is the verification of
the existence and ownership of the portfolio. Preparation for
the confirmation from the depots should be made in advance of
the end of the fiscal period in order to obtain replies by letter or
cable during the time of examination. Authorized depositories
should be approved by the executive committee and requests
should be sent to all of them to confirm securities and cash in
their possession as of the date of examination, as well as securi
ties paid for but not delivered to them and sales consummated
where actual delivery has not been made. This latter informa
tion is necessary to arrive at a proper cut-off point and to set up
the necessary assets and liabilities affecting sales and purchase
failures. Securities on hand and in safe-deposit vaults will, of
course, be examined as of the closing date.
A classified list of all investments by country or by type of
security should be prepared by the client and checked by the
auditor, or be made up by the auditor himself. The units and
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description are compared with confirmation received and with
vault count. The book values will be compared with the indi
vidual security card.
Sufficient space on the list of securities should be provided for
the recording of market quotations and comparison of market
value with book value. Any appreciable differences should be
carefully scrutinized and commented upon. It would serve no
good purpose to publish a detailed list of the investments of the
portfolio, but reserves from surplus should be set aside to take
care of any shrinkage in value.
Domestic cash balances and call loans offer no particular prob
lem. An accepted basis for handling foreign deposits is to record
the dollar equivalent of current transactions at the exchange rate
of the day of the transaction and to value the balance at the close
of the fiscal period at the then prevailing rate of exchange, taking
any gain or loss into income.
Ordinarily the only accounts receivable, other than amounts
due for securities sold but not delivered, might be classified as
items in course of collection. The main item under this classifi
cation is interest accrued or receivable on bonds or cash deposits
and dividends receivable but not collected. Conservative prac
tice does not approve of accruing dividends declared prior to
but not receivable until after the end of the fiscal period. The
one exception, perhaps, is in the instance of cumulative dividends
on preferred stocks which would be added to the price of the
security if it were sold between the date of declaration and the
date of record for payment. Verification of accrued interest
and dividends receivable is mentioned under audit of income.
If bonds which have been called for redemption are not con
sidered with the regular sales, they are set up as accounts
receivable at their called prices.
Furniture, fixtures and statistical records are usually carried
at their cost less depreciation of 10 per cent. per annum.
Other assets would consist of prepaid expenses, bond discount
unamortized and organization and financing expenses. Annual
charges by the registrar, trustees, paying agents, etc., should be
examined not only to see that proper liabilities are set up but also
to defer any prepayment of expense. Postage and transfer-tax
stamps might be included in this category.
Many of the American investment trusts are adopting the
policy of issuing bonds or debentures at a low interest rate and
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selling them at a discount. The amortization of this discount
acts as an increase to the amount of interest paid and should be
prorated over the life of the indebtedness, the remaining balance
being deferred at the end of any year. Initial trustees’ fees and
other expenses involved in the issuance of bonds might be con
sidered with the cash discount as being additional cost of obtaining
funds, the benefit from which is to be derived over the life of the
indebtedness, and hence such items might be added to the dis
count and be treated in like manner.
Organization expenses, expenses of listing capital stock and
expenses incurred by reason of a change in the corporate structure
or in the classes of capital stock all constitute an investment in a
non-productive asset which should disappear as rapidly as ad
visable, either through annual amortization or as a direct charge
against surplus.
Liabilities. The liability for securities purchased but not re
ceived has already been mentioned.
In addition to the accrual of bankers’ fees and ordinary ex
penses, the management type of investment trust usually pays
to its fiscal agents or managers a fee for supervision of its invest
ments. This may be calculated on the average current resources
or may be a percentage of the income after taxes. In calculating
the accrual of federal income taxes, consideration should be given
to the credit for income taxes paid to foreign governments.
Proper accrual should be set up for interest on fixed indebtedness
and temporary borrowings. Cumulative dividends on preferred
stock are included with the current liabilities.
Bonds or debentures outstanding should be compared with the
indenture with the trustee, full description being noted on the
balance-sheet. Confirmation should be obtained showing bonds
authorized, authenticated and outstanding, as well as any
provisions for sinking fund, etc.
A method of raising capital is to issue units of preferred and
common stock indivisible until a future date or in separate certifi
cates. The issuing company usually considers that the par value
of the preferred shares is fully paid, the remainder being for
the common shares. Sometimes a stated value is given to the
common stock and the balance received is placed in “capital sur
plus.” At any rate only the net cash received can be taken as the
consideration for the stock issued. If stock is sold directly to
bankers at a stated price, attorneys’ fees, expenses of listing the
83
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stock, expenses of “blue sky” approval in some states and other
incidental expenses may be deferred, as they are unusual expenses
and warp comparison with other annual expenses.
The various classes of preferred and common stock authorized
and outstanding can be confirmed by the registrar and also by
transfer agents. Each class of stock should be fully described
on the balance-sheet.
The surplus of an investment trust may consist of many ele
ments. Capital surplus is the excess of amount received from
sale of common stock over the stated value thereof, less any
financing or other charges as approved by the trustees. Appro
priations and contractual reserves should be verified and shown
separately from the balance of surplus and undivided profits.
INCOME AND PROFIT AND LOSS

The extent to which purchases and sales are verified depends
entirely upon the internal control. Usually two records of the
securities are kept, one constituting the accounting record and
the other for the investment and trading department. These
separate records are posted independently and are compared
from time to time by the house auditor and sometimes by the
appraisal department. The main discrepancies are apt to be
between different securities of the same issues or because of con
fusion in similar names. Inability to make proper delivery when
a security is sold, confirmation of inventory and verification of
income receivable will ultimately point out any discrepancies.
Settlements for purchases and sales of securities are made
through banks, bankers or fiscal agents. This means independent
verification of both securities and cash, which is of some value to
the auditor. No conservative investment trust would buy or sell
through a margin account with a brokerage house, so any real
difference in securities would entail collusion between the “in
vestor” of the trust and its banker.
A method which an auditor can follow is to check the opening
inventory of securities, prove in total the accountability in securi
ties for money expended and, conversely, the accountability in
money for securities sold and make independent confirmation of
the inventory at the end of the period. Purchase and sales
tickets for, say, two months of the year may be checked in detail
to both the purchase and sales blotter and individual investment
cards. This procedure has only one apparent weakness,
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that is, in the verification of the cost of securities sold and result
ant profit and loss on sales. For proof of profit or loss we turn
to the individual investment card, which becomes the center of
the audit of income and should show the following information:
Full title of security.
Interest rate, dates payable in the case of bonds and expected
dividend rate and dates of declaration and payment of divi
dends on stocks.
Place where security is lodged.
Columns for:
Purchases—date, units, dollars paid and price.
Sales—date, units, dollars received and price.
Cost of sales (at average cost per unit) and profit or loss.
Inventory—units and average cost in dollars.
Income—accrued interest to date and collection of income.
While units should be footed and proved it is only necessary to
“read” the sum of costs of purchases and sales, as any entry
which appears out of line is readily seen and should be thoroughly
checked. If a security were entirely sold out the cost of sales
would, of course, be the same as the cost of purchases, and the
excess of sales over such cost would be the resultant profit. If
only partly sold, a calculation of the average cost per unit before
sales and comparison with the average unit cost after sales would
confirm the accuracy of the cost of securities sold. The sum of
the individual purchase, sales and net profits of each group is
checked with the respective control accounts in the general ledger.
Verification of income from securities may be made at the
same time as the inspection of investment cards for verification of
purchases and sales. The description of each security calls for
the earning of income at the prescribed dates and amounts. The
investment card should record the collection of such income, if
due, and monthly accrual of interest receivable. The relation of
income due with interest on purchases and sales affords a valuable
comparison. Care should be exercised to see that the income col
lected represents the correct number of units. An aid to the cal
culation of income is to prepare a chart in advance of the audit
showing interest on $1,000 at various rates and from one-halfmonth to six-month periods. Similar tables showing the dollar
equivalent of the major foreign currencies will be found useful.
A method to facilitate the work is to have the client prepare a
monthly trial balance of the portfolio, listing against each security
income purchased and sold, monthly accrual of income and income
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collected in addition to the principal. Such a record will be found
useful to the bookkeeper in proving the correctness of his postings.
It is not necessary to check each monthly accrual but the cumula
tion of the monthly accrual should equal the collection of semi
annual interest. Income accrued at the end of the fiscal period
should be verified.
Interest on bank balances, call loans, etc. can be compared with
the statements received from the depositories.
Expenses of an investment trust are limited to few types and
present no particular problem. Annual expenses for trustees’
fees, depository fees, etc. are compared with the invoices and
provision is made for their prepayment or accrual.
Compensation to fiscal agents or managers, whether based on
average resources or income, can not be calculated until after the
completion of the rest of the audit.
Income taxes paid to foreign governments can be vouched
against the statements of the collection agent and are a credit
against federal income taxes. Reserve for taxes to be paid to
foreign governments on accrued income should be set up.
Interest paid on bonds, debentures or temporary borrowings is
easy to verify. Amortization of bond discount and expenses
covering a proportionate part of the life of such indebtedness is
an addition to the interest charge.
Dividends payable as authorized by the directors are compared
with the number of shares outstanding which are entitled to re
ceive them.
Cash receipts and payments should be proved in total with the
bank statements and for the last month of the period should be
checked in detail. Inspection of cheques for large amounts
payable to bankers is not as good a voucher as the securities paid
for by those cheques. Paid invoices are good proof of the pay
ment of funds.
In conclusion, the variety of transactions of an investment trust
is limited and each transaction is closely allied to cash. An
audit conducted along the lines described in this paper covers all
the necessary steps needed for a report which can be certified by
an auditor.
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Accounting as a Science
By C. Rufus Rorem
The assertion is often made by practitioners and teachers that
accounting is a "science.” The statement is assumed to be selfevident, so true that it needs only to be made to be proved. To
demonstrate or prove the statement would be to doubt its validity,
to admit that it might not be true. It is the purpose of this paper
to examine the nature of accounting, to consider whether the sub
ject matter and method of accounting justify the statement that
accounting is a science. Probably no one, even the most ardent
champion, would assert that accounting writers and practitioners
are always strictly objective in their points of view. The fact
that much literature and practice have been unscientific in char
acter explains in part the lack of discussion on the thesis, "Ac
counting is a science.” The proponents have preferred not to
raise disturbing issues. The opponents have smiled at the humor
of the statement, considering it so untrue as not to be taken
seriously.
Something must be said as to the nature of a science before the
discussion can proceed. If one considers science as a system of
results, everybody can see at once what is meant by the name. It
is simply those theories and facts that are called physics, chem
istry, biology, etc. These sciences are sometimes referred to as
the "natural” sciences or physical sciences, because the phenom
ena are for the most part independent of human relationships.
Another group of sciences—the social sciences—comprises the
theories and facts of human relationships, to include economics,
sociology, politics, etc. It is in the class of the applied social
sciences that accounting must be grouped.
Science in the sense of a system of results is a simple concept but
an unsatisfactory one, for science would be always changing.
Science of today will look as foolish in a century’s time as that of a
century ago does now, and with as good a reason. Is there then
anything really permanent about science? I think there is, and
that is the method. Theory may supersede theory and more
accurate analysis may demolish apparent facts, but there is a
unity and continuity about the method that the mind should be
able to grasp, and that is the very essence of science. The kind of
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definition that is required, therefore, is that of science as a process
rather than a collection of results. These ideas were expressed
by A. D. Ritchie in Scientific Method. He defines science as the
“process of exploring the external world.” Other writers could
be cited who express the same opinion, namely, that the essence of
a science is not to be found in its subject matter but in its method.
“The field of science is unlimited; its material is endless; every
group of natural phenomena, every phase of social life, every stage
of past or present development is material for science. . . . The
man who classifies facts of any kind whatever, who sees their
mutual relation and describes their sequences, is applying the
scientific method and is a man of science.” This quotation is
from Karl Pearson’s The Grammar of Science.
Accounting is the science of measuring and interpreting the eco
nomic facts of a given enterprise. The method followed in ac
counting exemplifies the quantitative method of scientific analysis,
in that accounting confines itself to those aspects of phenomena
which can be measured. Quantitative method is to be contrasted
with the genetic or comparative methods which place emphasis
primarily upon qualitative analysis without regard to the meas
urement of the qualities discovered. In the past the quantitative
method has been omitted almost entirely from the procedures
of the social sciences, because of the difficulty of segregating the
phenomena for treatment. The omission has often resulted in
the substitution of rules of thumb for gathering the needed data.
Rules of thumb are exceedingly useful in practice, when the
scientist recognizes their limitations. But they are mischievous
when elevated to the category of principles or when applied to
unusual cases. Two instances of difficulties arising from indis
criminate use of practical rules appear when instructors use a
simple formula to explain the debit-credit theory or practitioners
attempt to justify the cost-or-market rule under all conditions.
Quantitative method involves the measurement of phenomena
and the interpretation of data. It may be subdivided into two
basic steps or processes: measurement and interpretation. These
two terms, as will be shown in the following discussion, are broad
enough to include such aspects or phases as collection, classifica
tion, summarization, presentation, analysis, description. Inter
pretation, as here defined, involves classification and summariza
tion, followed by comparison of different classes and groups of
data.
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Recording is not a basic process in the quantitative method.
Records are, of course, necessary to the application of quantitative
method; in fact, records must be maintained during each phase
of its application. Recording, then, is not a single process in
quantitative method; it is rather a requirement which must
accompany each of the processes, if the data are at all numerous.
Much confusion has resulted from a misunderstanding of the
place of records in the explanation of the principles of accounting.
The bookkeeping records are important, very important in ac
counting. They serve as evidence of transactions; they sum
marize economic conditions and events presumably similar enough
to be classified under the same account captions. A trial balance
indicates that a bookkeeper has followed the double-entry ritual
with the respect and deference which it deserves. But the main
tenance of a continuous double-entry equilibrium in the ledgers
is not one of the basic objectives of accounting when viewed as
a type of scientific method. It is merely an arbitrary limitation
placed upon the accounting procedure, a practical limitation
dictated by the advantages of the system. Double-entry
procedure, by maintaining the equilibrium of assets and the
ownership in them, facilitates both the placing of responsibility
for funds and the administration of the resources themselves.
But double-entry record keeping is not the core of accounting
method.
II

Before proceeding to a further discussion of accounting as a
science of measurement and interpretation, it might be well to
contrast accounting with statistics, when the latter term is used
in the sense of statistical method, rather than as a mass of col
lected data. Sometimes the expression “statistical method” is
used as synonymous with quantitative method. Both statistics
and accounting, however, may be regarded as applications of the
same general method of analysis. Accounting usually limits its
measurement of economic phenomena to the aspects which can
be expressed in terms of money; statistics may deal with economic
phenomena in any of their aspects, selecting any unit of measure
(including money) which may be of use for the purpose at hand.
Accounting classifies and summarizes the data from the point of
view of a specific enterprise; statistics, on the other hand, need be
subject to no such limitation. It may deal with data from the
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point of view of the entire economic order of which the enterprise
is a part.
Statistical data are often very important in the administration
of a specific enterprise and should be used by the managers
whenever they can be secured. Statistical analysis may carry
on beyond the point where accountants usually stop in their
analysis of business data.
Attempts have been made to differentiate statistics and ac
counting by the fact that workers in statistics have developed
the technique of measurement and interpretation further than
have the accountants. This distinction is purely historical and
can not be regarded as basic. The special technique of statisticians
is the common property of all workers in quantitative method.
The failure of accountants to use more refined methods in meas
uring phenomena and interpreting data is not evidence of a differ
ence in accounting and statistical method. It merely indicates
that such technique has not been considered necessary by ac
countants—mistakenly enough, in some cases—for dealing with
the financial data of an economic enterprise.
In so far as the accountants have used technique accurate
enough for the purposes at hand, they have been scientific in
their practices. It is just as unscientific to use methods which are
more accurate than necessary as methods not accurate enough.
It is a waste of effort to carry out analyses further than is neces
sary to give the required result. Probably many accountants
have erred in not developing their valuation and interpretation
practices to keep pace with the needs of modern enterprise.
Methods which will suffice for small-scale enterprise, or for ex
panding business on a frontier offering abundant resources and
high profits, will not suffice for big business in a commonwealth
where competition narrows the rate of profit.
The relation between accounting and statistics is one on which
writers do not agree. Either can be made a subdivision of the
other, depending on the meanings given to the general terms.
When accounting is described merely as the "account of" certain
conditions or events it may be subdivided into various aspects.
The account may be rendered in literary or numerical terms. If
in numerical terms the fact may be expressed by financial or
non-financial records. The term statistics is then used to charac
terize the non-financial data. But when the term statistics is
used as equivalent to quantitative method, accounting is some
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times said to be a particular application of general method ap
plied in gathering statistics. Neither point of view is entirely
wrong or right, for the simple reason that one contrast empha
sizes the variations in the results, the other recognizes the sim
ilarity in the method. In the last analysis it is unnecessary to
try to make either accounting or statistics subordinate to the
other. It is sufficient to recognize that they both apply the
quantitative method of scientific analysis.
III
Measurement involves the selection and application of a unit of
measure. The adequacy of a unit depends on the nature of the
phenomena to be treated. The phenomena with which account
ing deals are the economic conditions and transactions of an
enterprise—business capital and business income. It measures
and interprets those events which change the status of an enter
prise, such as investment of funds, purchase of materials, payment
of wages, sale of merchandise, or use of supplies in manufacturing
operations. The measurement of business capital and income
is usually discussed under such captions as “asset valuation” and
“income determination,” and it is these procedures which
comprise the measurement phase of accounting as a scientific
method.
The length of an article of furniture is usually measured in
terms of some well known unit of linear measure, such as the
inch or centimeter. The measurement of the amount of food a
person has consumed may be made in terms of volume, weight
or heat content. The measurement of a man’s labor may be made
in terms of hours of employment or pounds of material handled.
No single unit, however, would serve to compare the different
important characteristics of furniture, food and labor. The rela
tive linear dimensions of furniture and food are obviously of no
significance for most purposes; moreover, labor can not be ex
pressed in terms of linear measure. Similarly, the other units for
measuring physical characteristics (such as volume, weight, heat
content) do not usually provide the basis for comparing widely
different phenomena.
Accounting, in its treatment of economic phenomena, typically
selects money as the basis of measurement. Exchange value is
the characteristic which identifies economic phenomena, and it
serves to compare the economic significance of furniture, food
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and labor. Accounting would conceivably be necessary even in a
barter economy, particularly if time elapsed between different
phases of the barter transactions.
Money as a unit of measure is, of course, subject to certain
limitations. It will not measure the loyalty of an employee, the
power factor of an electric motor, or the heat of a blast furnace;
yet these items often are very important in deciding whether an
enterprise will be a financial success or failure. The accountant
can measure such important factors as these only by an indirect
appraisal of their effects on the money costs of a final product.
Money value is widely applicable to a large number of different
economic phenomena, but it does not deal with all the important
aspects of these phenomena. A beautiful city hall is an im
portant factor in the economic status and operations of a com
munity and of the individual enterprises there. To say that it
is not easily measured in terms of exchange value is not to say
that it has no economic significance.
The monetary unit may itself change in value, because of
fluctuations in international exchange rates, changes in the
general price level, or changes in the political system under which
economic values are established. Likewise changes in the politi
cal system under which certain values are established may modify
or entirely destroy the property rights and contractual privileges
of individuals. The present Fascist political system has necessi
tated a complete reconsideration of the old methods of accounting
valuation in Italy. The values of inventories, receivables, long
term securities, land and buildings have all been greatly affected
by the special relationships of the owners to the government.
The accountant typically assumes that the dollar is of constant
value, although there are many cases where this assumption is
not justified. The current argument over the recognition of
appreciation caused by rising price levels is evidence of the
accountant’s awareness of the limitations of money in accounting
valuation.
After a satisfactory unit of measure has been selected, it must
be applied correctly to the phenomena, a task which is often
exceedingly difficult. In the first place, the measurement may
be affected by bias on the part of the persons securing the data.
For example, a business man may tend to understate the amount
of his profit when preparing an income-tax return and overstate
it when applying to a bank for accommodation. The direction
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of personal bias is affected by the uses to which data are to be
placed, sometimes tending to overstatement of measurement,
sometimes to understatement. One type of bias which has
dominated accounting valuation is the conviction that “conserva
tism” is a good thing. To the extent that conservatism prevents
unwise business policies based on measurements that are liable to
error, it is a good thing. To the extent that it conceals facts
important for management, it can not be approved by practical
people.
In the second place, the accuracy of measurement may be
affected by the adequacy of the technique used for securing the
data. For example, a person measuring the height of a mountain
above sea level will ordinarily apply the principles of trigonometry
to his task, thus obtaining data more accurate than his opinion
expressed without such aid. A person can not correctly estimate
the population of a city by walking about the streets and getting
an “idea” of the size of the town. Census enumeration requires
an elaborate technique of interviewing individuals properly to
account for non-residents, transients, recent arrivals. Personal
observation may be satisfactory for counting the number of sacks
of sugar on the shelf of a grocery store; it would be inadequate for
calculating the number of pounds of sugar sold in a given city
during a certain period of time. A person unfamiliar with
the principles of trigonometry might say that it would be impos
sible to measure the height of a mountain; likewise a person un
skilled in dealing with large numbers might assert that the pop
ulation of a city or the amount of sugar sold therein could not
be determined. Complex and numerous phenomena re
quire special techniques for their measurement. Failure to select
or inability to apply proper technique may result in measure
ments no more accurate than the crudest type of personal con
jecture.
In the third place, the measurement of economic phenomena is
conditioned by the intended uses for which business assets are
owned or business operations are carried on. A motor truck may
be worth $2,000 if utilized in the transportation of goods; it may
be worth only $1,000 if offered for immediate sale in the second
hand automobile market. Yet each amount may properly be said
to indicate the value of the motor truck; in other words, an asset
may have several values, depending upon the use to which it is
to be placed.
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IV

Interpretation involves classification and summarization, and
also the comparison of classes and groups of data. The interpreta
tion of quantitative data—of which accounting data are a type—is
the second basic process in accounting method. The process of
interpretation begins with classification—with the attempt to
segregate data into fundamentally similar classes; it follows with
a summarization of these classes into larger, more significant
groups. It is carried forward by comparison—the search for
measurable relationships among the classes and groups of data,
particularly those relationships which are important for purposes
of administrative control. The basis for classification of quantita
tive data will vary with the purpose of the measurement and the
technique available for the classification. For example, one
hundred persons may be classified according to their heights,
measured in feet and inches. The persons may also be classified
according to such characteristics as their weight, age, experience,
education or race; the purpose of the classification will determine
which basis or combination of bases is most useful.
So, also, in the accounting field, the classification of economic
data is conditioned by the purpose of the analysis. Accounting
data are assembled to express in financial terms the economic
capital and income of a specific enterprise; consequently the
accounting data of an enterprise are first of all classified as to those
which appear in the balance-sheet and those which are set forth
in the statement of profit and loss. Each major class of account
ing data—assets, liabilities, proprietorship, income, expense—
are accordingly subclassified into smaller groups, the bases of
classification varying with the accountant’s views as to what are
appropriate. The advantages and limitations of various bases of
classification are important factors in establishing the accounting
records of a business enterprise. In practice at least four different
bases underlie the grouping of accounting data used by private
and public accountants. They are: (a) intended uses or purposes
(current assets, fixed assets, investments); (b) inherent qualities
or properties (salaries, supplies, depreciation); (c) administrative
responsibility (production expenses, selling expenses); (d) finan
cial appropriations (general funds, special funds). The problem
of classification is frequently encountered when a valuation is to
be attempted; in fact, one reason for classification of business
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assets is to make it easier to establish correct values for them.
The general notion that classification as well as valuation is
purposive and not an end in itself finds expression repeatedly
in the literature of the natural sciences.
Summarization is the process of classifying established groups
under larger and more inclusive headings. In one sense it is
reclassification, although this latter term could apply equally
well to mere shifting of data from one class to another of equal
rank, or to subdivision into still smaller classes. The practice
of summarization, as the process of bringing under general
headings the related data of various types, seems to the writer to
be prevalent enough and important enough to justify its mention
as a separate phase of quantitative method. The type of sum
mary that will be prepared varies with the use it is to serve. For
example, a report may show the various items of merchandise
owned by an enterprise at a given time, or the various types of
expenses incurred during a period of time. In some cases the
reports may, of course, consist of complete financial summaries
of status or operations, known as balance-sheets and statements
of profit and loss.
The technique of presenting the summarized data also varies
with the purposes for which reports are prepared. Graphic pres
entations are very common; they include curves, pictures, maps.
The graphic form of presentation is easily comprehended and is
very useful in the expression of general facts; it is not well adapted
to reports which must show a great amount of detail. Another
method of presenting accounting facts is the tabular method,
which consists of assembling the numerical data into rows and
columns, with groups and subgroups. This method is exemplified
in the accounts of a business enterprise as ordinarily kept, also in
the orthodox statements of financial condition and operations.
This method of presentation is well adapted to accounting data
and is capable of expressing a great amount of important detail,
but it is not as easily comprehended as graphic presentation.
Both graphic and tabular methods of presenting data are useful
in accounting, although accountants have in the past confined
themselves almost entirely to the preparation of tabular reports.
The interpretation of data extends beyond classification and
summarization. Interpretation also includes comparison—dis
covery and measurement of important relationships between the
data in reports. It is here, of course, that the refined technique
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arising out of statistical theory performs one of its most important
functions, by defining and suggesting the advantages of ratios,
averages, variations and trends. A banker may be interested in
the ability of an enterprise to repay a sixty-day loan. He would
thus wish to know the ratio between the resources which could be
realized upon promptly on the one hand and the existing obliga
tions which must be met in the near future on the other. A sales
manager of an enterprise may be interested to know that the
average monthly sales for a year were $15,000. He would also be
interested to know that the sales for individual months showed a
variation from an amount as low as $5,000 to an amount as high
as $25,000. Knowledge of this average and of the variations
therefrom might serve as the basis for action designed to obtain
more regular income from the sale of merchandise. Important
relationships may also be revealed by the discovery of trends in
the economic conditions during a season, a year, a business cycle
or a long period of economic development. Study may reveal,
for example, that the average sales per month of an enterprise
have increased annually for a number of years. The technique
of discovering trends in economic activity requires the use of
some of the most elaborate devices of interpretation. Through
out all interpretation of summarized data, the particular ratios,
averages, variations and trends to be sought for will vary with the
purpose for which the data are to be used.

V
This discussion can not close without contrasting briefly the
viewpoints of economics and accounting. It might be argued
that everything which has been said of accounting could also have
been said of economics. Economic analysis deals with value
phenomena, capital and income. It includes the measurement of
economic transactions, the classification of their effects and the
interpretation of the classified and summarized data. Account
ing may be defined as “applied economics,” in much the same
way that the term “ applied mathematics ” is used. But I do not
believe such a concept is satisfactory. The proper contrast is
more analogous to the contrast between the terms “metaphysics ”
and “science,” when the subjects are discussed in terms of their
objectives. It is the aim of metaphysics to give an account of
everything all at once—or at least within the compass of a large
book. The economist holds himself responsible for explaining the
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interworkings of all economic phenomena. The accountant goes
to work upon a small fragment of things. He applies his method
to a special situation, viewing all economic phenomena from the
point of view of a profit-seeking, continuously operating, privately
controlled enterprise. He does not attempt to experiment with
or observe the whole universe. He makes assumptions as to the
general economic conditions which underlie his own particular task
of accounting valuation and interpretation. He assumes, for
example, that business policies will be carried out, that business
transactions are economic (not philanthropic), that the prevailing
economic order will continue, that business conditions can be
predicted. The assumptions are tentative and can be changed
when they turn out to be wrong or inconvenient. If an accountant
refuses to take seriously the orthodox economic explanation of the
theory of interest or profit, it need not imply that he is ignorant
of the method and advantages of economic theory. It may mean
merely that he is too busy imputing income to individuals in terms
of contracts to concern himself with the classical grouping of
factors of production. If he establishes the values of assets by
considering their original cost, such action does not mean he
has never heard that the essence of an asset’s value is its future
net income. It may indicate merely that life is too short to use
a complex formula to capitalize the future income inherent in a
lathe or a motor truck.
The processes of measurement and interpretation are not
mutually exclusive in the sense that one precedes the other or that
either can be carried on independently. In practice accurate
valuation must wait upon significant bases for classification of the
accounting phenomena under consideration; the processes merge
into each other to such degree that they are at times almost in
distinguishable. That accounting, properly conceived of, is a
type of scientific method can not be doubted. The opportunities
for the accountant to adopt a scientific point of view and to uti
lize scientific technique are endless; in fact, such viewpoint and
technique are necessitated by the importance of the phenomena—
business capital and income—with which the accountant deals.
Accounting has been described as a “pragmatic” science by A. S.
Dewing, in his Financial Policies of Corporations, rather than a
pure or abstract science. This characterization challenges the
scientific integrity of every student, teacher and practitioner
concerned with the profession of accounting. The practical
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problems to which the method of accounting are applied require
careful measurement and interpretation for their solution. They
must be approached by men whose attitude is impersonal, whose
viewpoint is objective, who comprehend the meaning of the state
ment, “Accounting is a science.”
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Motor-bus Accounting
By A. F. Wagner

Announcements of mergers of motor-bus companies carrying
passengers over long distances indicate that this form of trans
portation is no longer an infant industry. A number of bus
companies now operate runs of more than four hundred miles and
hence are competing with railroads and with the privately owned
automobile for the long haul as well as for short-haul business.
The statistics of such operators show that the average length of
ride has increased materially during the past four years.
The problems of the inter-city bus company differ somewhat
from those of operators who compete or connect with trolleys and
other forms of urban transportation, and this article attempts
to deal only with some of the problems of the long-haul business.
It is not the purpose of this short review to set forth a complete
programme for the audit of a motor-bus operator or to outline a
system of accounts for such an enterprise.
The audit of the accounts of a motor-bus company is similar to
audit of other public utilities in that special attention must be
given to the property and maintenance accounts, and this phase
of an audit is sometimes difficult if a company performs con
struction work in its own shop. The revenue originating in
terminals can be readily verified, but that collected on buses can
not always be easily accounted for either by an independent
auditor or by the company. However, most well organized
operators have plans of driver surveillance which tend to prevent
dishonesty among the drivers. The audit of disbursements is in
most instances not difficult, because they are centralized and
controlled in a well organized main office or in divisional
offices.
Many of the franchises or permits now granted bus companies
are of indeterminate duration, that is, they are granted in per
petuity but are subject to revocation by the regulatory commis
sions. For this reason it is not necessary to provide for the amor
tization of the costs of obtaining franchises, but if such costs be
written off the charge therefor should be directly to surplus.
A bus company of moderate size is likely to maintain a repair
and machine shop and a paint and body shop. An adequate
system of accounts should provide for the determination of ac
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curate costs in the shops as well as for the recording of the trans
portation operations. The accounting records, therefore, should
be designed so as to provide for the accumulation of job costs in
the shop and for unit costs in the transportation activities.
Classifications of accounts for bus companies have been pro
mulgated by various state utility commissions and also by the
committee on bus accounting of the American Electric Railway
Accountants Association. One or more of these classifications
should be used as a basis in developing a system of accounts for
any bus company. It is most desirable, from the viewpoint of
executives of a bus company, that transportation revenues arising
from chartered buses, special trips and the like be kept separate
in the records and that the regular transportation revenue ac
counts provide for a classification of this income by routes. The
operating expenses are usually divided into three main groups, as
follows: (a) maintenance, (b) transportation and (c) general and
miscellaneous, with appropriate subdivisions of each group.
The utility commissions do not require that maintenance and
transportation expenses directly assignable to each bus be so
divided, but it is advisable from a management viewpoint that
subsidiary records be maintained for classifying these expenses
by buses.
Probably the most important matter to be given consideration
in designing a system of accounts for a motor-bus company is the
preparation of the underlying forms, such as drivers’ trip, main
tenance and shop-cost reports, so that significant operating
statistics will be almost automatically derived therefrom. It is
most advisable that data be obtained currently on the revenue
per bus-mile for the system as a whole, for the separate routes
and for the various schedules on each route. Experience indi
cates that the average total cost of operation is from 27 1/2 cents
to 29 cents per bus-mile, and an executive currently advised as to
the revenue per bus-mile can, therefore, readily estimate whether
or not operations are on a profitable basis and can study data by
routes and schedules to determine the causes of unsatisfactory
results. The company which continues to operate on routes
which have insufficient patronage or on schedules which are un
satisfactory to the traveling public because of inconvenient time
of departure or arrival will not achieve any marked success, and
the accountant who fails to provide adequate operating statistics
for a motor-bus company is not worthy of his hire.
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Subsidiary records should be provided for the allocation to each
bus of operating expenses directly chargeable to it, in order that
the operating efficiency of different types of equipment may be
determined. In addition to the statistics previously commented
upon, data should also be obtained on the number of revenue and
non-revenue passengers carried, the revenue per passenger-mile
at both regular and special rates and the costs of operation per
bus-mile. All these statistics can be obtained without any great
amount of clerical labor if the drivers’ trip reports and summaries
thereof are properly designed. From such records it will also be
possible to build up data on revenues per bus and bus-mile costs
per division or route. However, many operators transfer equip
ment from one route to another as traffic conditions require, and
it is the writer’s opinion that the salient statistical information
for the management consists of the following:
(a) Number of passengers carried, by routes.
(b) Revenue per bus-mile, by routes and by schedules.
(c) Costs per bus-mile, by buses.
With correct data on the foregoing matters available, a bus
operator can determine which runs are unprofitable and should
be discontinued or should have the schedules altered, and can
also ascertain which types of equipment cause excessive operating
costs. Although the bus companies are subject to state regula
tion, it is not impossible to obtain the consent of utility commis
sions to changes in schedules or abandonment of unprofitable
routes or runs, and such steps may enable an unprofitable com
pany to alter its operations so that they will result in a satis
factory net income.
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Accounting for Goodwill
By Louis Roth

Goodwill is often confounded with what it is not, and accord
ingly it sometimes receives improper treatment in the profit-andloss statement as well as in the balance-sheet. Some things that
goodwill is not, although it is frequently made to stand for them,
are incorporation and promotion expense, discount or bonus on
stock, discount on bonds, litigation expense, franchise, patent and
copyright, lease.
In differentiating goodwill from all these things it is not
forgotten that even accepted authorities have at times given
undue elasticity to the term. For instance, the Accountants'
Handbook, edited by Earl A. Saliers, includes under goodwill copy
rights and patents.
If goodwill were to be used merely as a generic term and the
other assets constituting it were to be classified thereunder, no
harm would be done. The term is not, however, so used. It is
given a specific meaning, as one of the intangible assets and
should be clearly distinguished from the other intangibles men
tioned. The need for distinction of each of these assets from
the others is because they have different origin, are of dif
ferent periods of duration, and may represent either actual in
vestment or gift, expense or prepayment. They are consequently
to be differently valued for credit purposes and to be differently
treated for profit-and-loss purposes.
A few examples will suffice to show why these intangible assets
should be set up as separate and distinct asset accounts and should
be so shown on the balance-sheet.
Incorporation expense and stock bonus, which generally and
properly go together, have clearly no value for credit purposes.
To include them in goodwill is to give rise to misapprehension that
they have been acquired as goodwill, which is customarily set up
only when paid for, some recent innovations to the contrary not
withstanding.
A franchise is acquired by public grant, usually without any
substantial payment, although, of course, it may be bought from
the grantee at a high price. It carries with it a provision, express
or implied, that the price to be charged for the service rendered
under the franchise is subject to government regulation, so that
the profits may be limited to a fair return on the actual invest
ment, leaving little or nothing to be attributed to goodwill. The
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asset value of a franchise as such is, therefore, doubtful, even
though the fixed assets representing enormous investment may
be useless without the franchise. And it would be extravagant
indeed to add to the actual investment in the fixed assets, so
set up for obvious reasons, a fanciful franchise value, when in fact
nothing had been paid for such franchise. If the franchise had
been paid for and were of limited duration, as many franchises
are, its value would have to be decreased according to the
number of years that had expired since its acquisition, based upon
the full number of years it then had to run.
A patent has a specified term of life and the investment therein
should be, and generally is, depreciated in the same manner and
upon the same principle as a limited-term franchise which has
been paid for.
A lease is something very often confounded with goodwill, es
pecially by lawyers, when a business is bought, the value of which
apart from the physical assets depends almost entirely on the lo
cation. Just because a fairly high rental is provided for the future
occupancy of the business premises, lawyers think that the excess
paid for the business over the amount covered by the merchandise
and fixtures must represent goodwill, and not a payment for the
lease, or prepaid rent. Accountants, guided by the terms of
agreement, set up the assets as therein specified, to the injury of
the vendor on the one hand, who is made to pay a large lump-sum
tax on profits which constitute prepayments, and to the vendee
on the other hand, by failing to depreciate the asset lease, just
because it has been erroneously termed goodwill.
Granting that there is some such thing as goodwill, over and
above the other intangibles that are frequently merged with it,
and that its value is determined by capitalizing the expected
profits of a number of years after deducting a fair return on the
capital invested in the business, the remainder being properly
termed “superprofits, ” how shall such goodwill be treated for
balance-sheet and profit-and-loss purposes? The answer de
pends upon whether the goodwill has or has not been paid for. If
it has been paid for it must perforce be set up as an asset, but it
may or may not be gradually written off. If goodwill has not been
paid for, it should not be set up as an asset, and does not, of course,
enter into consideration for profit-and-loss purposes.
It is urged, with some show of reason, that if goodwill exists, the
question of how it was acquired does not affect its validity. The
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proponents of this view may even, for the sake of consistency,
urge that if the superprofits are expected to diminish, the goodwill
be proportionately written off even though it has been paid for.
Thus, if the expected superprofits would be reduced to zero, the
goodwill should likewise be reduced to zero. The logic of such
treatment of goodwill would be perfectly sound if the mathe
matics of profit making were to end at zero. But unfortunately
the end is not there. Losses are just as potent economic factors
as are profits, and cause even greater concern to a business. If,
then, losses are to be expected for a number of years, consist
ency would require that the capitalization of such losses be set up
as a liability in the balance-sheet. But has this ever been done
by the advocates of goodwill?
If goodwill has been paid for, its cost must be set up as an asset
account. There is no implication, however, that it must be kept
there for all time. Conservative business policy would require
that it be written off in proportion as the superprofits which
have been paid out therefor in advance are realized. Such
treatment would consider goodwill, which had been bought and
paid for, as a prepayment, gradually to be charged off either as
expense of the business, as is depreciation, or as a charge against
the net profits or surplus account, as is a true dividend payment.
If the annual superprofits are in excess of the amounts estimated
and capitalized to fix the goodwill value, such excess may be con
sidered as superprofits created by and accruing to the present
ownership of the business and may be added to the surplus
account, to be retained therein or to be distributed in dividends.
The question arises, what if the superprofits which have been
estimated and paid out for goodwill are not realized, or if, in fact,
instead of profits the business registers losses? Shall the good
will remain on the books when it ceases to have any value and be
written off when its value has been maintained or even increased?
The answer is an unequivocal “no.” Goodwill shall in all in
stances be treated as a prepayment, even though the losses other
wise incurred be increased thereby for bookkeeping and financialstatement purposes. The logic becomes thereby invulnerable,
and the pursuit of it has the advantage that any depreciation
taken in years of prosperity relieves the financial strain in years of
adversity. If one writes off goodwill when he can afford it, he
may not have to do so when he can not afford it but when such
writing off may, nevertheless, become imperative.
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Accountancy and the Advertising Agency
By R. N. Price

Keeping pace with the development and growth of business is
surely an essential task of accountancy. Yet accountants do
not always fulfil that obligation. Some accountants are startled
occasionally to discover, for the first time, business activities
which are so closely related to and dependent upon accounting
practices as to be, of themselves, almost in the nature of accounting
bureaus. Such activities have often grown to tremendous propor
tions before it was realized that the accounting problem was one of
the most important factors in the operation of those businesses.
The varied home-made accounting methods which have ac
companied the growth of such activities, and the success of those
organizations in spite of the haphazard accounting methods em
ployed, only serve to emphasize the importance of the businesses
in question as fields for intensive study and cultivation by the
accounting profession.
This brings to mind the oft-repeated question, “Should ac
countants interest themselves in the technical nature of any
particular type of business?” In the opinion of this writer the
answer to that question is an unequivocal affirmative.
The interest of the accountant in the technical nature and the
ramifications of every department of all types of business on
which he can obtain accurate information is in direct proportion
to his energy and willingness to serve. Some accountants are
inclined to limit their vision to percentages, profit-and-loss state
ments and the usual accounting functions, believing that such
problems as those of advertising, sales, merchandising, etc., are
of no interest to them. Similarly they are sometimes inclined to
overlook specialized lines of business with which they happen to
have had no direct contact. But interest in what is happening
on the other side of the fence is important to the accountant.
It is as important as his interest in mechanical short cuts, auto
matic calculating machines, etc., knowledge of which enables
him to recommend economical methods to his clients.
The need for such interest is indicated by the many questions
the accountant is constantly called upon to answer, especially
by smaller clients, which really have no direct bearing on ac
countancy matters.
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While the accountant should refuse to give advice on many of
these questions (see “Accountants’ limitations,” The Journal
of Accountancy, October, 1927), he should nevertheless gain
as much knowledge as possible on all such subjects.
Speaking at Springfield, before the Sales Managers’ Club of
Central Massachusetts recently, F. E. Barth, vice-president,
Graton & Knight Co., chose the subject, “Why sales managers
remain sales managers.” He said, in part:
“The sales manager is so busy directing his salesmen, worrying about
his customers, thinking up how to change prospects into customers and
worrying generally about competition that he feels he has very little time
in which to become well acquainted with details in his business other than
those involving sales. In this age of terrific competition and craving for
volume, we nearly forget that all the sales in the world are useless unless
they are made on the basis of a fair profit. The sales manager will im
mediately become a bigger and broader-visioned man when he studies the
balance-sheets and profit-and-loss statements of his company and, later,
studies the costs that make up the profit-and-loss statement. Few men
on the sales end know anything about bookkeeping and accounting.
They feel that balance-sheets and profit-and-loss statements are highly
technical and, therefore, they congratulate themselves that they do not
have to bother with them. ...”

Perhaps there is a reverse moral to Mr. Barth’s remarks which
accountants might advantageously analyze. And his statement,
“. . . all the sales in the world are useless unless they are made
on the basis of a fair profit,” might well be remembered when
accountants see opportunities to recommend to clients time-saving
methods and appliances.
A case in point is that of the advertising agency. Here is an
activity which is of unquestionable importance in the business
structure. It is an established “industry” of a size sufficient to
arrest the attention and awaken the interest of accountants as
a potential field for service.
Up to the present time, however, the accountancy profession
has shown little interest in this business, the very foundation of
which rests upon a structure of accounting procedure.
Briefly and roughly, advertising-agency service consists of
placing before prospective buyers, in the most economical and
effective way possible, the advantages of a product or service.
This service of the agency embraces many ramifications. Formu
lation and operation of an advertising campaign by an advertising
agency usually necessitate most of the following activities: con
sumer investigations; trade investigations; analysis of markets;
analysis of competition; study of product; study of production
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facilities; analysis of potential use; analysis of potential markets;
analysis of the part advertising can play in economical distribu
tion; determining the percentage of the selling job represented
by such aid in distribution, and fixing the advertising appropria
tion accordingly; preparation of copy for magazines, newspapers,
trade journals, car cards, outdoor display boards, folders, house
organs, news articles, etc.; preparation of sketches, drawings,
paintings; mechanical details of engraving and printing; study
and selection of proper media for national or localized advertising,
considering respective circulations, class of readers, localities
reached, etc; preparation of estimates based on space contract
rates, etc.
This detail is distributed among the respective agency depart
ments—planning, media, estimate, copy, publicity, art, produc
tion—and each step, including billing, is recorded and checked
by the agency’s accounting department.
The accounting department of an advertising agency is, among
other things, a calculating division, for the agency’s clients and
the agency itself are always intensely interested in percentages.
The client, of course, is interested in knowing the exact percentage
of advertising expenditures to sales. In the case of “inquiry
advertising,” he must know the cost per inquiry and the percentage
of inquiry sales to inquiries received. He wants to know the
number of calls required by his sales force to close an order, and
the effect of his advertising on this figure.
A new and highly successful method of control accounting has
been developed for advertising agencies. This method consists
of assigning definite percentage limitations on the costs of agency
operation. The gross revenue of an advertising agency averages
approximately 15 per cent. of billing or sales. In other words,
the gross income which the advertising agency receives in the way
of space commissions, service charges, etc., represents an average
of 15 per cent. of the money expended for advertising (through the
agency) by its clients. This 15 per cent. must cover the cost of
service, overhead and profit. Through an exhaustive study of
past experiences and costs, the operation of the agency, under
the new method of accounting, has been split into three divisions:

1. Salaries of producers and assistants.
2. Overhead (which includes salaries of non-producing em
ployees).
3. Profit.
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By assigning definite percentage limitations to these divisions,
in so far as their relation to revenue is concerned, a control is set
up which reveals, at all times, any weak spot in the functioning
of the organization. This is true for a particular agency within
a group, and it is equally true for a particular individual within
an agency. Such organization creates an additional amount of
detail work, but the results are worth the effort. Incidentally,
the problem of added detail has been solved to a great extent
by the use of electrically operated, automatic calculating machines
of the type which provides direct automatic subtraction and divi
sion, as well as multiplication and addition.
It is rather gratifying, to one who can remember the generous
burning of midnight oil which was the accepted lot of the ad
vertising-agency accounting department when the new method
was first installed, to stroll into those departments now and see a
clerk obtain the percentage of $10,481.00 to $39,875.65 by simply
pressing a button, so to speak.
As a result of the new accounting plan, coupled with the speed
of these machines, detailed control revenue cost and expense
reports, and individual and departmental reports, as well as asset
and liability statements, for five advertising agencies in the Ham
man group are completed on the third of each month covering
the entire preceding month’s business.
The development of the electrically operated automatic cal
culating machine, by the way, is something with which every ac
countant can profitably familiarize himself. Of course, we have
had calculating machines for a long time. But the modern,
crankless, fully automatic machines are devices at which we may
marvel without embarrassment. The small amount of desk
space required, the electrical, automatic push-button operation,
the unfailing accuracy and speed of these almost human products
of mechanical genius are benefits for which the present-day ac
countant may well be thankful. For they simplify his problems
as well as those of his clients. The great mass of detail in ad
vertising-agency work has resulted in widespread use of these
machines by progressive agencies.
There have been many interesting developments and improve
ments in office machinery during the past decade, but none
means so much to the accountant as the perfection of the modern,
electrically operated, automatic calculating machine and the
modern bookkeeping machine.
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Agency billing usually consists of service charges, publication
or other space charges and production charges. Service charges
are based on the amount of service rendered in the way of creative
work, preparation and placing of advertisements, publicity,
direct-mail material, etc., while production charges come from
the art department and from work usually done by outside or
ganizations such as engravers, typographers, electrotypers, etc.
The breakdown of statistical information resulting from
preliminary research and analytical work in which all advertising
agencies are constantly engaged is, in itself, an accounting prob
lem, as is the work of the agency’s estimate department, which
must determine estimated costs on proposed campaigns. Spacepurchase discounts and commissions offer additional problems of
accounting peculiar to the advertising agency.
The advertising agency offers a definite field for the services
of the accounting profession. Its every operation requires ac
counting of an exact and more or less complicated nature.
It is not a business which, like Topsy, “just growed.” On the
contrary it has been with us a long time, making steady and
tremendous strides. It has certainly reached a place of im
portance in American business life which makes it worthy of
careful attention on the part of accountants.
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Accounting Records as Evidence
L. L. Briggs
In this age of almost universal use of credit in commerce it
often becomes necessary to offer accounting records in court as
evidence of business transactions. The status of this class of
evidence in the eyes of the law is significant to the accountant
because he is responsible for the construction and interpretation
of the accounts and he may be called upon to give expert testi
mony in regard to them. A familiarity with the attitude of the
courts toward this type of evidence will help to make the ac
countant more efficient and will enable him to testify to better
advantage should he be summoned as a witness.
The custom of receiving shop-books as evidence to show goods
delivered or services performed arose in England several centuries
ago, at the time when, at common law, a party was incompe
tent to testify in his own behalf and when most shopmen had no
clerk to take the stand for them. Parliament was well aware of
the inherent danger in this class of evidence and passed an act in
1609 which curtailed its use to some extent. Later, when the
statutes permitted a litigant to testify for himself and clerks were
more numerous, there was not so much need of shop-book evidence
as there had been before. Although the necessity upon which
the rule was based passed, the rule persisted in some of the lower
courts of England and, with statutory modifications, became well
intrenched in the early law of many of our states. The attitude
of the higher English courts has been that the admission of ac
counts as evidence is inconsistent with the common-law rule that
a person should not be permitted to make evidence for himself
and this stand has been maintained until recently. However,
this strictly exclusionistic policy was slightly modified by the
relaxation of the chancery procedure act of 1852, and in 1894 a
supreme-court order gave the court power to command that evi
dence in the form of book entries be admitted. Nevertheless, up
to the present the English jurists have been much more conserva
tive than the courts of the United States in the admission of evi
dence of this character.
Beginning in the early part of the 18th century, both in Eng
land and in America, regular entries made in the course of busi
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ness by a person since deceased were admitted as evidence on the
ground of impossibility of obtaining the testimony. Although
this principle is closely related to the shop-book rule, it is a much
later development of law and is distinct from that rule. Later,
the principle was extended to cases in which the maker of the
entries was insane or out of the jurisdiction. Since the hearsay
rule of evidence excludes written assertions of all sorts, some
jurists consider the admission of this class of evidence as an ex
ception to it. They reason that entries made in the regular
course of business by a party in the execution of a duty are more
trustworthy than other types of hearsay. On the other hand,
many judges believe that the entries are the statements of the
person who has made them and consequently they do not come
within the hearsay rule because they are direct evidence.
Whether the accounting records are such as can legally be pre
sented to the jury or are properly kept is a question of law to be
decided in each case after inspection by the court. The judge
bases his decision upon all circumstances of the case, among which
the education of the party, the appearance and character of the
records and the indications of honesty and accuracy are the most
important and consequently have the most weight. Although no
objection is made when the books are submitted, the court may
later instruct the jury that the evidence is not competent (Henshaw
v. Davis, 5 Cush. [Mass.] 145). Furthermore, although the records
have been admitted by the court as evidence, the jury may or
may not find from them that the charges contained are true
(Hunter v. Kittredge, 41 Vt. 359). In several jurisdictions the rule
has been laid down that the best evidence of the transactions
which the party can produce must be exhausted before the book
accounts of the transactions are admissible in evidence (Severance
v. Lombardo, 17 Cal. 57).
The law prescribes the facts that must be established before
admission of accounts as evidence. Usually it is necessary that
the book of entries be identified. However, if the book itself
sufficiently shows the purpose for which it has been kept, the
court may excuse identification. The mere fact that account
books have been admitted at a previous trial does not necessarily
indicate that they will be admitted by another court or by the
same court at a later trial (Linberger v. Lalourette, 5 N. J. L. 809).
The courts have been extremely liberal in admitting records of
various types of businesses. Books of parties following any trade
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or occupation which necessitates that records of transactions be
kept are admissible in evidence to prove the usual dealings of
such trade or occupation. This may be considered the general
rule. The court decides whether or not a given business in
volves the regular keeping of books (Granahl v. Share, 24 Ga. 17).
The law has given specific recognition to books of merchants,
tradesmen or mechanics, physicians, attorneys, printers and
several other classes of business.
The law recognizes as evidence those books which are kept
solely for business purposes. Loose memoranda or entries in
diaries or memorandum books used for recording anything that
the owner may wish to note, which, although generally admitted
to refresh the memory of a witness, are not admissible as inde
pendent evidence (Cairns v. Hunt, 78 Ill. App. 420). However,
in Gleason v. Kinney (65 Vt. 560), the court maintained that an
entry made upon a diary was admissible as independent evidence
if the entry was in proper form and had reference to a proper
matter of book account. This may be considered an exception
to the general rule. A small book, four different pages of which
were covered with entries of cash received and paid out in refer
ence to goods in which the parties were interested, was held to be a
book of accounts and consequently was admissible as independent
evidence (In re Diggins' Estate, 68 Vt. 198). In Cullinan v.
Moncrief (85 N. Y. S. 745), it was decided that the records of a
cash register are not admissible as books of account. The courts
of Ohio and Alabama have ruled that cheque-book stubs are not
account books. They would not be admissible to prove cash
transactions even if they were given the status of books of ac
count {Simmons v. Steele, 82 N. Y. App. Div. 202). A note
register or book of bills receivable kept by a bank is not a book of
accounts according to the court in Martin v. Scott (12 Nebr. 42).
The Nebraska courts have also refused admission to collection and
loan registers because they do not come within the definition of
books of account as given by the code of that state. In South
Dakota, a card index used in the warehouse of a wholesaler was
admitted to prove the state of an account with a customer. The
court, in Wisconsin Steel Company v. Maryland Steel Company
(203 Fed. 403), admitted time cards turned in by workmen as
evidence on the ground that they tended to verify the correctness
of the entries made from them. In Patrick v. Tetzlaff (31 Cal.
App. Dec. 559 [1920]), the court did not require even a book, but
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admitted detached time cards made out by workmen when the
signatures were identified by the bookkeeper. In an action to
recover pay for labor, the plaintiff’s time book was admitted
in evidence by the court in Mathes v. Robinson (8 Met. [Mass.]
269). But a time book kept by the employer was inadmissible,
although supported by suppletory oath, to show that an employee
did not work certain days (Morse v. Potter, 4 Gray [Mass.] 292).
The court, in Feuchtwanger v. Manotowoc Malting Company
(187 Fed. 713), admitted ledger cards, as these were the original,
permanent and only record of the party’s accounts with custom
ers. That a sheet from a loose-leaf ledger was proper evidence
was ruled in Presley Company v. Illinois Central Railroad Company
(120 Minn. 295).
The law has not taken upon itself the responsibility of prescrib
ing the form in which accounts must be kept nor the material
which must be used for the record. Books which were lacking in
many respects have been admitted when the party seeking to
introduce them has been able to fill in the gaps with satisfactory
testimony and has been able to explain the irregularities to the
satisfaction of the court. Marks on shingles (Kendall v. Field,
14 Me. 30) and notched sticks (Rowland v. Burton, 2 Harr. [Del.]
288) have been considered admissible in evidence as accounts
when other circumstances were regular.
In some jurisdictions, the correctness of entries made in the
regular course of business by a clerk or a third person may be
proved by witnesses who have made settlements by the books.
Proof by one witness is usually held to be sufficient. The fact that
the witness is a bookkeeper does not disqualify him from testifying
that his employer kept honest and correct books if the bookkeeper
has had a private account with the employer and has found it to
be correct. However, if an adverse party has made a payment on
an account without questioning it and afterward accepted a state
ment of it without objection, proof by a witness is unnecessary.
Although the law says that the entries must be contempo
raneous with the facts recorded it has fixed no definite time within
which entries must be made (Penn v. Watson, 20 Mo. 13). The
entry need not be recorded at the instant of the transaction but it
should be made within a reasonable length of time, and what is
considered a reasonable length of time will depend upon the cir
cumstances of the case. Entries made on the day after the trans
action or after two or three days have been held admissible. In
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the case of an employee, a Pennsylvania court admitted entries of
work done, which were made once a week, on the ground that the
party worked until late at night and had no opportunity to make
a daily record. The courts of the same state admitted an entry
which was made at the end of a continuous transaction requiring
several days to finish but held that an entry made before the com
pletion of a transaction was inadmissible. The latter ruling is
followed in several other states. Entries made when ordered
articles are deliverable and after work is finished are admissible.
If goods are to be delivered at a distance the vendor may
charge the goods to the vendee when they are delivered to the
carrier and such entries will be admitted by the courts as evidence.
In an exceptional case (Redlich v. Bauerlee, 98 Ill. 134), entries
were held to be admissible although a month had elapsed between
the time of making the memorandum and transcribing it to the
books. Delays of five days, six days and two weeks have caused
entries to be rejected. Most jurists have held that entries made
more than three days after the transaction are inadmissible as
evidence unless the circumstances are such that the delay can
reasonably be justified.
As a prerequisite for admissibility in evidence, the courts re
quire that the entry must appear to be original, or the first per
manent record of the transaction. Temporary memoranda for the
purposes of convenience and of aiding the memory so that a book
entry can be made later do not take the status of originality from
the subsequent entry. This is especially true if the memoranda
are incomplete. When the making of memoranda is a part of the
method of carrying on the business, they are competent evidence
when submitted with the account books of the business (Diament
v. Colloty, 66 N. J. L. 295). It is considered to be no objection to
the admission of the original entries in a book if the record con
tains a few entries that are not original. If the correctness of
entries is admitted by the adverse party they are admissible al
though not original (Snodgrass v. Caldwell, 90 Ala. 319).
In Fitzgerald v. McCarty (55 Iowa 702), the court decided that a
ledger to which accounts from other books are transferred is not a
book of original entry. This is the ruling followed in most of the
states. Since it is not a book of original entry it generally is
not admissible as independent evidence. However, the court, in
Faxon v. Hollis (13 Mass. 42), held that the fact that a book
offered in evidence was kept in ledger form and that the entries
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were posted from memoranda made during the day did not bar it
from admission. Where it appears from marks upon a book of
original entry that entries therein have been posted to a ledger,
the latter book should be produced with the other records (Prince
v. Swett, 2 Mass. 569), but where the accounts have not been
posted it is unnecessary to produce the ledger without previous
notice (Hervey v. Harvey, 15 Me. 357).
The English courts will not admit a book entry as evidence
unless it has been made by a clerk or principal who was under obli
gation to another to enter the very thing sought to be proved.
In one case admission was refused to entries made by a physician on
the ground that he owed no duty to another that required him to
make the record, but if he had had a partner to whom he would
have been obligated to make the entries they would have been ad
missible. The courts of the United States have taken a view that
is more favorable to business. They have usually maintained that
the clerk or agent making the entry must have made it in the dis
charge of a duty to the employer or principal to perform the
specific act or in the regular course of business but that this rule
does not apply to entries made by the employer or principal.
The suppletory oath of the maker of the entry is necessary for
verification in most states except New York and New Jersey.
The testimony of the person for whom the books have been kept or
of a clerk or servant or third person, in the absence of statute,
generally will not be sufficient. However, the statutes of Illinois
and Minnesota allow an interested party to testify to his own ac
counts which have been kept by a clerk. It is usually con
sidered that the suppletory oath may be dispensed with upon
proof of handwriting if the maker is deceased, insane, outside the
state or otherwise unavailable or incompetent (Burham v.
Chandler, 15 Texas 441). In South Carolina the mere absence of
the maker of the entry from the state is not sufficient to render the
entry admissible. Since the circumstances may be such that it
would be inconvenient and expensive to obtain the oath of a
maker of book entries, the courts tend to dispense with this oath
on the ground of expediency if the rest of the details are regular.
In conformity with the general principle of evidence that a
person whose statement is admitted as testimony should speak
from personal knowledge, it is essential that an entry be made by
a person with a knowledge of the facts which he records or that the
information be furnished him by an individual employed in the
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business who has the duty of making the transaction and reporting
it to the maker of the book entries. The maker of the entry and
the party furnishing the information must take an oath as to the
correctness of the books, or other satisfactory proof must be pro
duced. In Nebraska, Illinois and Colorado, the clerk who made
the entries must swear that he believes the entries to be true, or
sufficient reason must be given as to why the verification is not
made. In Massachusetts it is unnecessary to call as witness one
who has furnished oral information for the entry. If the party who
has given information is dead or otherwise unavailable the entries
are admissible when supported by the testimony of the entrant
and by supplementary proof. The testimony of all the parties
involved is necessary in case two or more persons have cooperated
in making an entry. When several entries are made by several
persons, each individual may testify only as to the entries made
by himself. In some jurisdictions it must appear that the maker
of the entry had no motive to misrepresent in recording the trans
action (Lord v. Moore, 37 Me. 208), but the law does not specify
that the entries shall be contrary to the interests of the party
making them (Augusta v. Windsor, 19 Me. 317).
When the information passes through several hands before
reaching the bookkeeper the question arises as to whether or not
it is necessary to produce the employees who alone have a first
hand knowledge of the transactions recorded in the books. The
present-day tendency was expressed by the court in Givens v.
Pierson (167 Ky. 574 [1916]) where it was held that the testimony
of the bookkeeper was sufficient when the slips from which the
entries were made had been destroyed by fire and the identity of
the persons who had made the sale had been lost. An analogous
situation occurs when a large business concern has lost track of its
former employees or when the expense involved in finding and
producing those who have a direct knowledge of the transactions
is unreasonably heavy.
A book entry should be intelligible to a party of ordinary under
standing, but it is admissible if intelligible only to persons in the
particular business or profession involved, if supported by ade
quate evidence as to meaning. In Bay v. Cook (32 N. J. L. 343),
a physician’s book of accounts was admitted in evidence although
some of the charges were of such a character that few people out
side of the medical profession were able to understand them.
The entry must show with reasonable certainty what is made the
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basis of the charge and should contain the price or value of the
goods or services concerned. The latter requisite is satisfied if the
price is set by law, or, in some states, if the books are accompanied
by proof of the value or price. However, it has been held in
Massachusetts (Pratt v. White, 132 Mass. 477) and Maine
{Hooper v. Taylor, 39 Me. 224) that the omission of measure,
weight and quantity in a book charge for goods did not render the
account inadmissible as evidence. The court, in Miller v. Shay,
(145 Mass. 162), ruled that entries consisting of mere marks or
figures are admissible if other evidence is produced which explains
them and shows their relationship to the transaction involved in
the litigation.
The courts insist that the entries must present the appearance
of having been honestly made in the regular course of business.
In Swing v. Sparks (7 N. J. L. 59), it was maintained that a book
of accounts containing charges running over several successive
years, made from oral directions and all against one person with
out intervening charges to others, was not proper evidence to be
submitted to the jury. Entries on the first leaf of a tradesman’s
records, before the first regular page of the book and not in the
regular course of charges, are inadmissible as evidence to prove
the account {Lynch v. McHugo, 1 Bay [S. C.] 33). The same is
true of entries on the last leaf if it is separated from the other
entries by blank pages and is dated within the time limits of such
other entries {Wilson v. Wilson, 6 N. J. L. 95). However, a
Missouri court admitted an account which was written on the
fly leaf of a bible, and in Gibson v. Bailey (13 Met. [Mass.] 537),
charges entered on one leaf with no intervening entries were de
clared to be admissible. The statutes of Iowa and other states
specify that the records must show continuous dealings with vari
ous parties, or have several items of charges at different times
against a party. In Shaffer v. McCrackin (90 Iowa 578), the
court maintained that an account to be used as evidence to prove
that something did not occur must be both regular and exhaustive.
A book of accounts will not usually be declared inadmissible in
evidence merely because the entries are not dated if the date may
be determined from other evidence {Doster v. Brown, 25 Ga. 24).
In several decisions the courts have held that there must be dates
to entries, although it is unnecessary that the exact day be given
if the month is stated and the records in other respects have the
appearance of regularity {Cummings v. Nichols, 13 N. H. 420).
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Accounts dated on Sunday have been rejected in Pennsylvania
on the ground that they were incompetent evidence.
According to the consensus of judicial opinion it is immaterial
that entries are made on a separate sheet or on separate sheets of
paper. A Delaware court admitted a sheet sewed together in
octavo. Contrary to the weight of authority, the court in Jones
v. Jones (21 N. H. 219) ruled that entries made on loose or uncon
nected sheets of paper are not books of account because they do not
appear to be regular entries of business transactions.
In order to render a book entry admissible as evidence, it must
be a charge by one party against another and must have been
made with the intention of charging that party. If a charge has
been made to a wrong name by mistake, the entry may be used as
evidence against the person who should have been charged, after
the error has been explained to the satisfaction of the court
(Schettler v. Jones, 20 Wis. 412). A charge to a false name given
by a customer is admissible against him. In Kidder v. Norris
(18 N. H. 532), the court held that charges against individual
partners were admissible against the firm to prove delivery of
goods so charged. A Texas court ruled that when a party
charged a debt to a third person, and not to the real debtor, the
entry was admissible as evidence against the debtor (Loomis v.
Stuart, 248 S. W. 1078).
A rule which was laid down in early times but is not followed at
present in many jurisdictions is refusal to admit the book ac
counts of a party if that person employs a clerk. The law consid
ered that the testimony of the clerk would be better evidence of
business transactions than book entries. However, when the
party himself made the entries the employment of a clerk was
immaterial (Townsend v. Coleman, 20 Texas 817). A bookkeeper
or the wife of the owner is not a clerk in the eyes of the law, and
the entries of a wife who keeps her husband’s accounts are ad
missible if made under his supervision (Luce v. Doane, 38 Me.
478). The statutes of Minnesota and Illinois allow a party to
prove his own books whether made by himself, an agent, a clerk
or a bookkeeper. Entries made partly by a party and partly by
his clerk will not be inadmissible as far as the entries of the party
are concerned (Dunlap v. Cooper, 66 Ga. 211). In South Carolina
a court held that an entry made by a person occasionally acting as
clerk was inadmissible in a case in which the owner sold and de
livered the goods. The entries of a partner are admissible
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against his copartners on account of the agency relationship and
on the ground of estoppel, since the books are open to common
inspection by members of the firm.
The courts of most states have ruled that admissible book en
tries must appertain to the business carried on by the party for
whom the record is made and not to matters extraneous to the
business. Consequently, an entry in a regular book for the sale of an
article not handled in the particular line of business involved will
not be admitted as competent evidence. In Shoemaker v. Kellog
(11 Pa. St. 310), the court held that an entry for the sale of a horse
on the account books of a dry-goods merchant was inadmissible.
Some charges, such as the commission of a ship broker and those
for literary labor and unliquidated damages, for which better
evidence is or should be available, may not be proved by book
entries. The court, in Leighton v. Manson (14 Me. 208), held an
entry inadmissible where the articles involved were of such bulk
that they could not have been delivered without assistance. In
respect to board as a proper subject of book charge, the decisions
differ. The courts of Massachusetts have admitted charges for
board while the courts of Pennsylvania have rejected them. That
the book of a purchaser or employer is not admissible in his favor
is the rule in Illinois. Entries are not usually admitted to prove
any matter collateral to the issue of debit and credit between the
parties (Davis v. Tarver, 93 Ill. App. 572).
A book of original entries having marks of erasures or altera
tions in a material point will be rejected as evidence unless the
irregularities are explained to the satisfaction of the court (Pratt
v. White, 132 Mass. 477). In Caldwell v. McDermit (17 Cal.
464) the court held that the explanation must be made by a dis
interested person. Mutilated records are not usually admitted in
evidence in favor of the owner, and in conformance with this rule
are many cases in which books of original entry with sheets torn
from them have been rejected. But in Ohio it was held that proof
was admissible to show that a single sheet cut from a book by
mistake or accident was part of an account book, in order that it
might be admitted. Shop-worn books with a few outside leaves
missing have been admitted when there was nothing to indicate
fraud or an attempt to destroy entries. Unless there is evidence
that the records have been fraudulently falsified, the mere exist
ence of errors will not render them incompetent (Levine v.
Lancashire Insurance Company, 66 Minn. 138).
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Since the courts require that book charges be specific, the lump
ing of accounts usually renders them inadmissible. The following
entries have been held to be too vague for admission to the jury:
1. “B. Corr, Dr., July 13, 1880. To repairing brick machinery,
$1,932.76 ”
(Corr v. Sellers, 100 Pa. St. 169)
2. “To building 923/4 rods cedar fence at 75 cents, $69.56.”
(Towle v. Blake, 38 Me. 95)
3. “13 dollars for medicine and attendance on one of the Gen
eral’s daughters in curing whooping cough.”
{Hughes v. Hampton, 3 Brev. [S. C.] 544)
4. “Balance from former account.”
{Buckner v. Meredith. 1 Brews. [Pa.] 306)
5. “Seven gold watches, $308.”
{Bustin v. Rogers, 11 Cush. [Mass.] 346)

However, the circumstances of each case must be considered, and
the matter is often left to the discretion of the court. Single
charges for services extending over several days or for goods de
livered over a period of time under a single order have been ad
mitted in some states. In Tremain v. Edwards (7 Cush. [Mass.]
414), it was decided that meals furnished to a man and his serv
ants from day to day could be proved by a single charge.
As a general rule, book entries are not admissible in favor of the
owner of the records to prove the loan or payment of money or
other cash dealings between parties, because these transactions
should be proved by better evidence, such as receipts, notes and
cheques. An extreme viewpoint was expressed by the court in
Inslee v. Pratt's Executors (23 N. J. L. 463), in which the following
statement was made: “I hold, first, that there is not and never
was a necessity for making books of entry evidence for the pay
ment or lending of money.” There has been a tendency on the
part of the courts and legislatures to break away from this narrow
idea. The statutes in some jurisdictions permit the admission
of entries indicating loans or advances of money, provided the
account is otherwise admissible. In Lewis v. England (Wyoming)
(2 L. R. A. [N. S.] 401), the court held that books of account were
admissible to prove cash loans when the entries appeared in the
general course of accounts as part of business transactions between
the parties. The courts of many states admit money charges
made by banks, commission houses and establishments of a like
nature that do a cash business, on the ground of obviating the
delay and inconvenience that cash receipts would involve. Several
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states admit money charges not exceeding a certain sum, irre
spective of the type of business, but the limitation as to amount
does not apply to entries made by a person since deceased.
(Union Bank v. Knapp, 3 Pick. [Mass.] 96).
A mere entry in a party’s account book of a settlement with
another is not legal evidence of the settlement as against the ad
verse party {Prest v. Mercerau, 9 N. J. L. 268), nor are accounting
records admissible to show to whom credit has been given (Kaiser
v. Alexander, 144 Mass. 71), nor are they evidence against a de
fendant to prove charges for goods delivered to a third person on
the order of the adverse party.
In California, Iowa, New York and several other jurisdictions
the courts have decided that charges for goods or services under a
special agreement may not be proved by account books because
such an agreement takes the transaction out of the usual course
of business and the performance or non-performance of the agree
ment should be proved by better evidence. However, if the terms
are vague with respect to any material point, the agreement is
taken out of the special class and accounting records are admis
sible to prove the charge.
The proprietor of a business may offer books kept by himself as
evidence in his own behalf {Lovelack v. Gregg, 14 Colo. 53), but the
records must come in as general evidence, and consequently they
may be used by an adverse party if that person so desires {Winant
v. Sherman, 3 Hill [N. Y.] 74). A plaintiff who swears to his book
of original entries puts his character for truth and veracity and
the character of his records for honesty in evidence and lays both
open to attack by the adverse party. In Roberts v. Ellsworth
(11 Conn. 290), it was decided that evidence is inadmissible to
show that the party had the reputation of keeping inaccurate,
false and fraudulent accounts and a New York court refused to
permit a defendant to prove the general moral character of the
plaintiff to be bad for the purpose of discrediting the books of the
latter. However, in Merchants Bank v. Rawls (7 Ga. 191), the
court allowed a party to show the general character of the books
by calling witnesses to prove that entries charging other persons
were false and fraudulent.
Under modern statutes permitting parties to testify in their own
behalf, account books may be used to refresh the memory of a
witness although he may have little or no recollection of the trans
action recorded and the account may consist of so many items that
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refreshing the memory means nothing more or less than the
mere reading of the book. Usually, when accounts are used for
this purpose, the entries are not considered to be directly in evi
dence, so the jury must rely upon the oral testimony of the wit
ness. In some jurisdictions book entries are admitted for the
purpose of confirming (Petit v. Teal, 57 Ga. 145) or discrediting
(Moshier v. Frost, 110 Ill. 206) the testimony of a witness, although
the entries may be of such character as to be inadmissible to prove
the items of account.
An account book used by a defendant in his business may be
used as evidence against him no matter what the book may be
called (Boyle v. Reid, 31 Kansas 113) or what mutilations exist
{McLellan v. Crofton, 6 Me. 307) or whether the entries were made
by himself or by an agent if the latter was authorized. Entries on
partnership books by a partner or by authorized clerks are ad
missible against the firm and bind all partners having access to the
records. The correctness of the books is considered to be im
material {Foster v. Fifield, 29 Me. 136). If the adverse party in
sists upon the introduction of a party’s books in evidence, all
entries appertaining to the transaction under litigation are conse
quently made evidence, the unfavorable as well as the favorable
{Dewey v. Hotchkiss, 30 N. Y. 497). In Rembert v. Brown (14
Ala. 360) the court held that entries in an account book are ad
missible against an adverse party when the entries have been made
by that party. If the entries have been read in his presence with
out objection or have been used as a basis for settling the account,
or if their correctness has otherwise been agreed to, the adverse
party may not object to their admission as evidence to the jury.
In Holmes v. Marden (12 Pick. [Mass.] 169) it was ruled that
when a party’s account books, with his suppletory oath, are compe
tent evidence to prove the charges which they contain, secondary
evidence of the contents may be admitted should the records be
destroyed. A transcript of an account from a destroyed book,
accompanied by proof that the entries had actually existed in the
book and that the transcript had been faithfully copied, was ad
mitted by the court in Prince v. Smith (4 Mass. 455).
In some circumstances accounting records may be submitted
in evidence without actual production of the books in court. The
supreme court of North Carolina held that when it was necessary
to prove the results of an examination of the books of a bank in a
distant city, whose business would be interrupted if it were forced
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to part with its records, the results might be proved by a compe
tent party who had examined the books. If the original record is
lost, destroyed or otherwise unavailable the courts will usually
excuse its production {Rigby v. Logan, 160 Ill. 101).
The admission of accounts as evidence has been criticized by
some jurists and writers. Chief Justice Coton, in Waggeman v.
Peters (22 Ill. 42), said: “There has been a growing disposition to
open the door wider and wider for books of account as evidence
till now it seems to be thrown down altogether, and the original
consideration of necessity which first introduced them is alto
gether lost sight of.” Professor Burr W. Jones in The Blue Book
of Evidence makes this statement: “It has been said that books of
account are received in evidence only upon the presumption that
no proof exists. They are justly regarded as the weakest and
most suspicious kind of evidence. The admission of them at all is
a violation of one of the first principles of evidence, which is that
a party shall not make evidence in his own favor. The practice
of admitting such evidence is, however, universal.”
Notwithstanding the opinions of Chief Justice Coton and Pro
fessor Jones, most of our jurists favor an increasing liberality in
the admission of accounting records as evidence. These men look
beyond the strict legal view and try to meet the needs of modern
business with its manifold complications. The courts would be
greatly handicapped in the administration of justice and business
would be retarded, with a consequent loss to society, if accounts of
litigants were not freely admitted to the jury.
The preceding paragraphs have shown that the laws governing
the admission of account books as evidence vary considerably
among the states. A few jurisdictions, namely, Alabama, Cali
fornia, Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania and Texas, have
liberal statutes and court decisions, and a few retain the strict
common law, while most of the states have statutes or decisions or
both that range between these extremes. Since much of our busi
ness consists of interstate commerce it would be generally advan
tageous if all the states adopted a uniform law governing admission
of this class of evidence. It seems advisable to look to the future
and to make provisions broad enough to accommodate the new
and more elaborate records which new business conditions will
necessitate. There is little doubt that business would be facili
tated as a result of the confidence engendered by liberal legis
lation of this character.
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EDITORIAL
Adam Averell Ross died at his home
in Ardmore, Pennsylvania, on Saturday,
June 15th, and was buried near his
summer estate on the eastern shore of Maryland. His going
creates a vacancy in the profession of accountancy which will
not be wholly filled. Other men will come into the field well
equipped and ready to advance the interests of accountancy.
They will have abundant opportunity for the exercise of their
talents and goodwill. But when one of those who labored when
the profession was young passes from the scene there is always
a feeling that something has gone for which there can never be
full compensation. The men who have grown up with account
ancy in America know the name Adam Ross even if some of them
in remote parts of the country had not met him. In the early
days he was one of the few who built up a profession in Pennsyl
vania, but his view of things was never obscured by state lines.
He always believed in the national breadth of accountancy and
was active in the administrative and other affairs of the old Amer
ican Association of Public Accountants and its successor, the pres
ent American Institute of Accountants. Until his final illness
made it impossible for him to participate actively in the work
of the Institute he took an important part in the functions of the
organization. He served for several years as treasurer and was
a member of council and of many committees. He was an ac
countant of the kind which has made the profession estimable.
He was a kindly, lovable friend and a delightful companion.
Above all he was a Christian gentleman.
The Profession
Is Bereaved

It seems probable that the decision
Accountant Not Liable
of
the supreme court of the state of
to Third Parties
New York in Ultra Mares v. Touche,
et al., reported in the New York Law Journal, June 14, 1929, will
become a leading case, and if, in the event of appeal, the judg124
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ment be confirmed it will constitute a precedent of the utmost
importance, not only to accountants, but to all professional men
whose services to clients may be the object of attack by third
parties. It is remarkable that such a precedent was not set long
ago. There have been other cases in which the responsibility
of accountants was involved—for example, the Kingston Cot
ton Mills case is familiar to every accountant, and there are other
noted cases which bear upon the duty and the liability of the
accountant—but in the Ultra Mares Corporation matter the con
troversial question of what might be called the breadth of re
sponsibility is brought squarely forward, and the court decides,
as it has always seemed inevitable that a court would decide,
against the rather preposterous theory that an accountant or
other professional man has a pecuniary or even a moral respon
sibility to persons outside the contract who subsequently may
have, or may claim to have, an interest in the fruit of the con
tract. There has been a great deal of loose talk about holding
professional practitioners to account for the whole effect, fore
seen or unforeseen, of their professional acts. And, in truth,
it is a noble theory that each one of us should be charged with
the effect of the furthest ripple spreading from every pebble he
flings in every pool. As a tenet of philosophy, the doctrine of
total liability is debatable. As a practical method it does not
merit consideration. Like many fine-spun theories, this one
will not carry weight and it snaps at the first strain. To apply
it to the affairs of today would induce chaos and clutter up the
courts with an inextricable tangle of suit and counter-suit. We
should be litigated to death.
The Ultra Mares case was ideal in many
ways. It had all the elements which
were needed to make a clear-cut issue.
We may differ radically from the court in its reference to the
question of negligence, but that is not the point at issue now.
The fact is that the court apparently adopted the view
expressed by the jury on this point. To the parties concerned
in the suit this is an important matter for personal reasons, and
the negligence assumed may not seem to have been demon
strated by the evidence. To the public it is important, because it
strengthens the force of the court’s decision which finds that even
where negligence may be assumed liability to third parties does
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not arise. The language of the decision may become classic. In
future one will often hear the expression “to assume a potential
liability to practically the entire world.” The full text of the
decision is brief. Its significance to the accounting profession
is great. Mr. Justice Walsh said:
“This action was tried before the court and a jury and resulted in a
verdict for the plaintiff. Motions were made at the close of the plain
tiff’s case and again at the conclusion of the trial to dismiss the complaint
upon which decision was reserved. After the rendition of a verdict a
motion was made to set same aside, as to which decision also was reserved.
Defendants are public accountants. In February of 1924 they were em
ployed by Fred Stern & Company, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as Stern),
to audit its books and prepare a balance sheet as of December 31, 1923.
The audit was made and the balance sheet prepared. Attached to the
balance sheet was a certificate of defendants attesting to their examina
tion and certifying that the balance sheet was in accordance therewith
and represented in their opinion a true and correct view of Stern’s finan
cial condition as of December 31, 1923. Defendants negligently per
formed their work. The balance sheet prepared by them was incorrect
and showed Stern to be a going concern with assets greatly in excess of
liabilities, whereas had defendants’ audit been carefully made the balance
sheet would have shown that Stern was insolvent. Defendants were
not informed by Stern that the balance sheet was to be used by it for any
particular purpose or that the same was to be presented to any particular
person or persons. They knew generally that the same would be used
by Stern to evidence its financial condition; that it probably would be
exhibited to banks or to creditors or to stock brokers or purchasers or
sellers; that balance sheets prepared by auditors are used for the pur
pose of securing credit and that the balance sheet furnished by them might
be used by Stern to extend Ioans, secure credit and to induce banks and
others to advance money to it; also that lenders to whom Stern might
apply for Ioans would probably rely upon the balance sheet as indicative
of its financial condition. Beginning in March, 1924, and continuing for
the balance of the year, plaintiff advanced to Stern large sums of money,
relying upon the correctness of the balance sheet prepared by defendants.
In the latter part of 1924 Stern was adjudged a bankrupt. Some of the
moneys so advanced were not repaid to plaintiff. It is to recover the
amount of these unpaid advances that this action was brought. Neg
ligence is not actionable unless there is a breach of a duty owing by de
fendants to plaintiff. There must exist between the party inflicting the
injury on the one injured some privity by contract or otherwise by
reason of which the former owes some legal duty to the latter. Con
tractually, defendants owed no duty to plaintiff because no such rela
tionship existed between them, nor was there such privity between the
plaintiff and the defendants as to impose upon the latter a liability to
the former for their negligence in performing their contract obligation
with Stern. While in this state a party may sue on a contract made ex
pressly for his benefit, though he is not a party thereto, the doctrine has
not been extended so as to place upon the promisee under a contract a
duty to all who either potentially or incidentally may be beneficiaries
thereof. The doctrine of beneficial interest is recognized as an exception
to the general rule, which proceeds on the natural presumption that a
contract is intended only for the benefit of those who are parties to it,
and therefore before a stranger can avail himself of its benefits he must
at least show that it was intended for his direct benefit. The right of the
beneficiary to sue on contracts made for his benefit is confined to a limited
class of cases (Seaver v. Ransom, 234 N. Y., 233), in which this neither
categorically nor in principle is included. To hold that defendants’ duty
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extended not only to Stern, but to all persons to whom Stern might exhibit
the balance sheet and who would act in reliance thereon, would compel
defendants to assume a potential liability to practically the entire world.
The law does not go so far, but limits the liability to those for whose direct
benefit, to defendants’ knowledge, the work for Stern was performed
(Savings Bank v. Ward, 100 U. S., 195; Day v. Reynolds, 23 Hun, 131;
Glawatz v. Peoples Guaranty Search Co., 49 A. D., 465; Derry v. Peek,
L. R., 14 App. Cas., 337; Le Lievre v. Gould, 1 QB., 491; National Wire &
Steel Co. v. Hunt, 312 Ill., 245). The cases relied on by plaintiff are no
authority to the contrary. In Glanzer v. Shepard (in 233 N. Y., 236)
plaintiff, to defendant’s knowledge, was a direct beneficiary of the work
performed by defendant. So also in the cases in other jurisdictions where
liability has been fastened on abstracters, notaries, inspectors, etc., for
negligently furnishing a certificate or performing work, it has invariably
been shown that the work was to be performed or the certificate made
to the knowledge of the one performing the work or issuing the certificate;
that the same was for direct use and benefit of the injured persons (Econ
omy Building & Loan Ass'n v. West Jersey Title Guaranty Co., 64 N. J. L.,
27; Denton v. Nashville Title Co., 112 Tenn., 320; Murphy v. Fidelity Ab
stract & Title Co., 114 Washington, 77; Western Loan Co. v. Silver Abstract
Co., 31 Mont., 448). International Products Co. v. Erie R.R. (244 N. Y.,
331) merely holds that a negligent statement when acted upon by one
to whom a duty is owing may be the basis for the recovery of damages.
McPherson v. Buick Motor Co. (in 217 N. Y., 382) is an extension of the
doctrine of Thomas v. Winchester (6 N. Y., 397), as liberalized by Devlin
v. Smith (89 N. Y., 470) and Statler v. Ray Manufacturing Co. (195 N. Y.,
478). The rule in these cases is that a person supplying goods or ma
chinery which may be used by others, which articles were negligently
made, are reasonably certain to place the lives and the limbs of others
in peril, is under a duty to make same carefully, and the right to enforce
liability for the manufacturer’s negligence is not confined to the imme
diate buyer, but extends to the persons or class of persons for whose use
the thing is supplied. Liability in such cases is held to rest not upon con
tract or direct privity between the manufacturer and the persons injured,
but upon the general duty which the law imposes on everyone to refrain
from doing that which is dangerous to the lives and limbs of others. This
doctrine has not been extended beyond personal injury cases. As de
fendants were under no duty to plaintiff, no cause of action against them
has been established, and hence the complaint must be dismissed. This
determination renders unnecessary a consideration of the other grounds
urged by defendant to set aside the verdict. Submit order on notice.

At first reading there may be a slight
feeling of regret in the minds of a few
perfectionists who will find in this
decision something a little short of the ideal. Someone may
say that the limitation of responsibility of the accountant
detracts from the prestige of accountancy. Many will feel
that there is a danger in the repudiation of the theory of
wide-spread responsibility; but, on the other hand, it is in
conceivable that a judgment for the plaintiff could have been
given by any competent jurist. Let us consider an analogous
case in another profession in order to see what might be the
result of attempting to apply the doctrine of “liability to the
entire world.” A man consults his family physician, submits
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to an examination and obtains from the physician a statement
to the effect that the patient is sound in wind and limb. The
patient may say to the physician that his certificate is for the
purpose of presenting it to some life-insurance company, yet to
be selected, in support of an application for insurance. Upon
receipt of the physician’s certificate the patient visits the office of
an insurance company and presents the medical certificate, which
is accepted by the company because it bears the name of a physi
cian known to be of good standing. The policy is written and
issued and shortly thereafter the patient develops symptoms of
tuberculosis, which must have been in his system at the time of
the medical examination. The physician, let us say, was negli
gent because he did not make those tests which he might have
made had he suspected the existence of tuberculosis. He relied
to some extent upon his knowledge of the history of the patient
and made merely an examination of a somewhat superficial
character. If the theory of total liability were to prevail the
insurance company in this supposed case could claim from the
physician the total amount of money paid to the beneficiary of
the policy in the event of death from tuberculosis. Surely, no
sane person would argue that such a burden of responsibility
would rest upon the physician’s shoulders. Or suppose that a
man intending to construct an office building instructs an archi
tect to prepare plans and specifications. These are accepted
and the building is erected. Subsequently, a company pur
chases the building from the original owner for use as a warehouse.
After the transaction has been consummated it is discovered that
there is a structural weakness which will prevent use of the build
ing for the purposes intended by the buyer. Would anyone
contend for a moment that the purchasing company could hold
the architect responsible financially for any loss or damage which
might result from that weakness?
The whole truth of the matter is that
the accountant is engaged in a pro
fession whose service chiefly consists
of rendering an opinion. The opinion truly is based upon in
vestigation and analysis, but it is still an opinion nevertheless.
If persons not directly concerned in the arrangement made by
the accountant and his client suffer loss because they depended
upon the opinion of the accountant, it is unfortunate for them.
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Nevertheless, the fact remains that they are third parties. If
the accountant, or any other professional man, is to be called
upon to bear a burden of responsibility to the entire world there
will have to be a great reform in the matter of fees. It is an
axiom of business that payment shall be based to a great extent
upon the element of risk involved. The iron worker who im
perils his life day by day on sky-scraper construction is paid a
far higher wage than he would receive for the same kind of work
on the ground. The man who works in certain departments
of a wire mill is paid for one day what men in other factories may
receive for a week’s labor. So it should be in the professions—
the man who assumes the risk of responsibility to everyone, past,
present and future, must fully deserve and receive a scale of com
pensation out of all proportion to the actual time and labor in
volved in the preparation of his work. We do not imagine that
the clients of accountants would be eager to encourage the adop
tion of any such principle as that of total liability were it accom
panied by the perfectly fair corollary of enormous fees. The
amounts which accountants now receive for their services are
not, as a rule, excessive. Sometimes one hears of an absurdly
high fee, but in the common run there is no excess.

But even assuming that a great advance
in fees might be obtainable, it seems
doubtful if any professional man would
care to pursue his vocation in the face of a world-wide liability.
It is gratifying to find that the decision of the supreme court of
New York follows generally the line of common sense, and it is
to be hoped that the decision will discourage some of the ridic
ulous attempts which are being made to extort money in the form
of damages from professional men. Of late years it has seemed
that there must be a kind of tacit understanding among clients
that when anything goes wrong the accountant should pay. Some
of the suits which have been entered and dropped have been
wholly ludicrous. Others, still before the courts, seem equally
absurd, and others are doubtful. No one yet knows to what
extent an accountant may be held personally and financially
liable for losses incurred by the client himself. The Ultra Mares
case disposes of the question of liability to third parties, but the
more difficult question of liability to the client is not determined.
Some people seem to believe that the accountant is to be held
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responsible for all losses. This is flattering, of course, but an
noying. Sometimes it seems to make no difference whether the
accountant was engaged before, during or after the occurrence
of the loss. He should have known all about what had happened
or could happen. If he was found to have warned his client and
his advice had been ignored, he was still to blame because he had
not insisted upon precautionary or redemptive action. If the
accountant’s activities were limited by the terms of his engage
ment so that he could not have known or discovered the unsound
ness that afterward expressed itself in misfortune, it would make
no difference whatever—he was an accountant, he should possess
superhuman faculties of discernment and the evil should not have
happened. The world has been looking these many centuries
for a personal devil who could be caught, kicked and compelled
to pay what is lost. If the accountant is as omniscient of good
and evil as some would have us believe, we have at last over
taken the culprit. There may be some question of the sufficiency
of the purse of evil to make good all that has gone glimmering
in the devious march of business—but that is a topic for another
day.
Within the past two or three years
Other Decisions
there has been a whole wardrobe of
Are Wanted
suits against accountants, based, it
appears, upon the notion that the accountant is legally liable
for everything that goes wrong. The amount of damages named
in some of these suits is as magniloquent as a war-loan appeal.
We are not now attempting to argue that the accountant is not
responsible to a certain extent for errors in judgment. Every
man is responsible for such things, but we have grave doubts
as to the extent of such liability. In one well known case it was
decided that the amount to be recovered by the plaintiff was
the fee actually paid to the accountant. In other cases where
damages of great amount have been named, there has been settle
ment in small amount out of court. The truth is that there is
nothing in the form of judgment which can be cited as an abso
lute precedent for the assessment of damages based upon the
extent of loss. The Ultra Mares case, we hope, settles for all
time the contention that third parties may participate in damage
suits except where damage to life or limb is concerned. What
is needed now to complete the record is a decision by some com
petent court on the extent to which an accountant may be held
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responsible for damage and loss in certain circumstances. For
example, it would be eminently desirable to have a judgment
in a case in which the accountant was clearly shown to have been
negligent. There should also be a decision in a case in which
the accountant was merely too superficial but not actually neg
ligent, and there should be a judgment in a case in which the
accountant was shown to have exercised every reasonable pre
caution and still failed to discover faulty conditions. We do not
believe that it is necessary to have a decision of a case in which
the accountant is found guilty of fraud. That sort of thing is
covered by an abundance of legal precedent.
The Federal Reserve Board and the
Verification of Financial
American
Institute of Accountants have
Statements
cause for gratification at the instant
response which followed the publication of the revised pamphlet,
Verification of Financial Statements. The first printing was
exhausted within a few weeks and the number of orders continues
to increase. The matter appeared first in The Journal of
Accountancy for May, 1929, and the sale of that issue of the
magazine indicated an intense interest in the text. Now the
immediate demand for the pamphlet reprints published by the
reserve board has exceeded the expectations of nearly everyone.
But that is not the most significant result of publication of the
instructions. The astonishing thing is that critics usually cap
tious have not found anything to condemn. The committee
which wrote the document must have done a thoroughly good
job. One of the ways in which the lessons contained in the
pamphlet can be most effectively inculcated is that adopted by
the California State Society of Certified Public Accountants.
That society has not only approved the instructions, but adopted
them. The action of the society was recorded in the Bulletin of
the American Institute of Accountants, July 15th, but the matter
is important enough to merit repetition. The following resolu
tions were unanimously adopted by the society:
No. 1
Whereas, the California State Society of Certified Public Accountants’
committee for cooperation with bankers and the committee on credit
practices of the California Bankers Association have recommended that
the requirements set forth in the revised bulletin, styled Verification of
Financial Statements, appearing in the May, 1929, issue of The Journal
of Accountancy as the basis of standards for certification of financial
statements be adopted; now therefore be it
Resolved, that the California State Society of Certified Public Account
ants determine that the minimum requirement for certification of financial
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statements shall be the standards set forth in the May, 1929, issue of The
Journal of Accountancy under the title Verification of Financial State
ments; be it further
Resolved, that if said minimum requirements have not been observed
in preparing said statements, each member of the California State Society
of Certified Public Accountants responsible for such certificate will indi
cate on the balance-sheet or so qualify the certificate appended to said
statements as to make full disclosure showing wherein such minimum
requirements have not been complied with; be it further
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution and the report of the committee
for cooperation with bankers be forwarded by registered mail to every
holder of a certified public accountancy certificate issued by the state of
California; be it further
Resolved, that an appropriate committee of the California State Society
of Certified Public Accountants be empowered to adopt rules and regula
tions for the carrying out of the intent and spirit of this resolution, in
cluding the right to consider complaints and make recommendations to
the board of directors thereon, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution and the report of the committee
for cooperation with bankers be transmitted to the chairman of the com
mittee on credit practices of the California Bankers Association to be
presented at the forthcoming annual convention of the California Bankers
Association.
No. 2
Whereas, the California State Society of Certified Public Accountants
has adopted a resolution establishing minimum certification requirements
and has provided for the creation of a committee to be charged with the
responsibility of carrying out the intent and spirit of such resolution; now
therefore be it
Resolved, that a permanent committee of the California State Society
of Certified Public Accountants, to be styled the committee for coopera
tion with bankers, be created, consisting of the presidents of the San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles chapters of the society together with two addi
tional members from each chapter of the society to be appointed by the
president of the California State Society of Certified Public Accountants;
be it further
Resolved, that in order to preserve continuity of the policies of such com
mittee its members other than the presidents of the San Francisco and Los
Angeles chapters be appointed for a term of three years, and be it further
Resolved, that any vacancies which occur in the personnel of the com
mittee other than those arising from the expiration of term of office, as
hereinabove provided, be filled by the president of the society; be it further
Resolved, that the committee herein created for cooperation with bank
ers be and is hereby empowered jointly with the standing committee
on complaints to adopt rules and regulations for the carrying out of the
intent and spirit of the resolutions adopted this day providing for mini
mum requirement for certification of financial statements. Such joint
committee is empowered to consider any and all complaints relating to
certification of financial statements. The said joint committee is, how
ever, not authorized to take any action whatsoever in respect of any com
plaints except to make investigations and hold hearings and make a re
port and recommendations to the board of directors of the society on all
complaints referred to them for consideration.

Bankers have expressed a complete readiness to encourage
clients to permit the required thoroughness of investigation.
Leading accountants everywhere can do much to give effect to
the intentions of the authors and publishers of the pamphlet by
following the example set by California.
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A special meeting of the council of the American Institute of Accountants was
held at the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, Washing
ton, D. C., Monday, June 10, 1929. The meeting was called for the purpose of
hearing charges preferred against certain members of the Institute.
The meeting was called to order at 10 a. m. , and twenty-five members of the
council were present.
The council adjourned to convene as a trial board.

The first case before the board was based upon the fact that a member of the
Institute had been suspended by the committee on enrolment and disbarment
of the treasury department for having advertised his professional attainments
and solicited clients.
Inasmuch as the offences which were the basis of charges before the commit
tee on enrolment and disbarment had been committed some time prior to the
admission of the member to the Institute, the trial board unanimously resolved
that the accused member should be reprimanded by the chairman of the board
and admonished to abstain in future from violation of any of the rules of con
duct of the Institute.
The next case before the board involved a member of the Institute who was
accused of infraction of rules 2, 3 and 6 of the rules of professional conduct of
the American Institute of Accountants. The defendant was present, ac
companied by counsel, and counsel of the Institute was also present.
In the presentation of the case against the defendant it was explained that
the complaint centered around the fact that the accused had issued a certified
statement of the accounts of a company which had since failed, and that the
statement of accounts was false. It was stated that the accounts had been
prepared by one who was described as a branch manager for the defendant but
was signed by the defendant himself. It was explained that the most im
portant of the alleged offences of the accused was the infraction of the following
rule 2:
“ The preparation and certification of exhibits, statements, schedules or
other forms of accountancy work, containing an essential misstatement of
fact or omission therefrom of such a fact as would amount to an essential
misstatement or a failure to put prospective investors on notice in respect
of an essential or material fact not specifically shown in the balance-sheet
itself shall be, ipso facto, cause for expulsion or for such other discipline
as the council may impose upon proper presentation of proof that such
misstatement was either wilful or the result of such gross negligence as to
be inexcusable.”

In defense, counsel for the defendant presented evidence of good character
and claimed that the false balance-sheet which had been issued had been signed
by the defendant in the belief that his agent was an honest and competent ac
countant.
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The finding of a state board which had previously reviewed the case was
presented to the trial board. The defendant took the stand and answered ques
tions which were addressed to him by members of the board.
Counsel for the Institute, the defendant and his counsel then left the room
and the trial board went into executive session to consider the evidence.
After full discussion it was resolved, with one dissenting vote, that the
defendant be found guilty of negligence.
It was then unanimously resolved that the defendant be suspended from
membership in the Institute for a period of one year.
It was further resolved that for the present and unless contrary action be
subsequently taken by the trial board the name of the defendant be not pub
lished, but that the right to publish be retained by the council to be employed
at a later time if such a course should seem proper.
The defendant and counsel were recalled to the room and the chairman an
nounced the finding and penalty to the defendant.

Counsel for a member of the Institute, against whom charges were to be
heard, wrote that his client was seriously ill in hospital and presented a medical
certificate in support of his statement.
It was resolved that the hearing of charges against the member be postponed
until a later meeting of the council.
Upon motion the trial board adjourned and the council reconvened.
The council adjourned sine die.
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The tribulations of a taxpayer who has overpaid his federal income tax and,
believing that the taxing authorities intend only to do exact justice in assessing
and collecting the actual amount of tax due from him, sets out to recover the
amount overpaid are vividly revealed in a case to which attention has been
directed by a member of the accountancy profession.
Here is a brief statement of the taxpayer’s case:
John Doe filed his federal income-tax return for the year 1925 on or before
March 15, 1926. He received no communication nor inquiry concerning it
from any governmental sources whatever, the return apparently being ac
cepted as correct.
On March 12, 1929, he filed a claim for refund of his 1925 income tax, based
upon a correction of his failure to deduct $2,000 paid by him as a commission
on a sale of real estate made in 1925.
On or about June 1, 1929, a revenue agent called upon John Doe to audit
his 1925 claim for refund. The revenue agent stated that he would make a
regular, detailed audit of all items of the 1925 tax return and proceeded to do
so. In the course of his audit he allowed the commission as a proper deduc
tion that should have been made originally, but “found” that the taxpayer
had deducted excessive depreciation on certain properties. The excessive
depreciation found by the revenue agent amounted to $2,000. The revenue
agent thereupon advised the taxpayer that while it was true that the $2,000
deduction for commission was an allowable deduction, the excessive depre
ciation would be an equal offset against the refund and, therefore, no refund
would be made.

The only remarkable thing about this case is that, as happens so frequently,
upon audit of a claim for refund the examining officer finds some additional tax
due which equals, if it does not exceed, the amount claimed by the taxpayer.
However, let us consider the law in this specific case:
Under the acts of 1924 and 1926, the taxpayer has until March 15, 1930, to
make a claim for refund of overpayment of income tax returned for the year
1925. The commissioner has until March 15, 1930, to assess a deficiency of tax
if found by him in a 1925 tax return. In view of the fact that the settlement of
the question of overpayment and deficiency of tax can be made as late as
March 15, 1930, it is presumed that in due course John Doe will receive from the
commissioner an answer to his claim for refund.
He will also receive from the commissioner prior to March 15, 1930, an asser
tion of a deficiency because of the excessive depreciation. Then he will have
just sixty days within which to appeal to the United States board of tax ap
peals against the assessment of the deficiency. If he thus appeals he will then
wait a year or two before the board gets to his case. In the meantime, the com
missioner will withhold payment of the refund until the whole matter has been
adjudicated by the board.
All of which is according to the law, however whimsical it may seem and
however ponderous is the machinery by which the law is administered.
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One can readily realize how exasperating this is to the taxpayer, but nothing
can be done about it. We sometimes ponder upon the ingenuity of the minds
that evolved so intricate a device for the imposing and collecting of federal taxes.
Of course the machinery creaks just as loudly when it is producing a decision on
a one-hundred-dollar item as it does in producing a million-dollar decision.
It roars, puffs, crunches as the examination of the taxpayer’s claim proceeds
from the board to the court of claims or the circuit court of appeals, and some
times to the supreme court of the United States. One looks upon the dauntless
and solemn operators of the machine with awe, augmented by the intricate
character of the proceedings, opinions and rulings, and the heavy solemnity of
the operators. It seems to the lay mind little less than sacrilegious to feed the
machinery a claim for less than a million dollars.
In the instant case it is interesting to speculate as to what would have hap
pened if John Doe had in his original return deducted the commission paid.

SUMMARY OF RECENT RULINGS
Collection of 1918 taxes assessed in 1919 for which a bond was given in 1919
pursuant to section 234 (a) (14) (a), act of 1918, in connection with claims for
abatement thereof, binding the taxpayer as principal and the surety to pay
“ any part of such tax found by the commissioner to be due ” is held not barred
under sec. 250 (d), act of 1918, and similar limitations provisions of subsequent
acts, the making of the bond giving the United States a cause of action separate
and distinct from an action to collect taxes, and such sections can not be ex
tended by implication to a suit upon a subsequent and substituted contract.
(Supreme court of the United States. The United States v. The John Barth
Company and the United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company.)
Such portion of a “return bag liability” account, representing the difference
between the cost of bags in which the taxpayer’s product was shipped and the
amount charged purchasers of the product for such bags, under a provision by
which the taxpayer retained the property in the bags and agreed, upon their
return, to refund the amount charged therefor, should be included in income for
1919, as experience had established represented the income from bags that would
not be returned. (Court of claims of the United States. Alpha Portland Ce
ment Co. v. The United States.)
A corporation may not deduct donations to the American Red Cross and simi
lar organizations.
The disallowance for 1918 by the commissioner of credit for income and ex
cess-profits taxes paid in 1918 to the British government which were expenses
of the taxpayer’s London office, the books of which were kept on the cashreceipts-and-disbursements basis, and his determination that the taxpayer’s
books were on the accrual basis were not shown to be erroneous, there being no
evidence that the greater proportion of the taxpayer’s accounts were not kept
on the accrual basis.
Earned surplus may not include the difference between the cash purchase
price of stock and the par value of such stock, where the value of the stock when
acquired was not in excess of the purchase price. (Court of claims of the
United States. Niles Bement Pond Co. v. The United States.)
Taxable gain on non-assignable life-insurance policies taken out in 1899 pay
able to the estate of the insured, fully paid up in 1908, realized in 1919 upon the
exercise, at the end of a tontine period of twenty years, of an option to receive
the face of the policies plus “ the cash dividend then apportioned by the com
pany,” was held to be that portion of the total gain attributable to the policies
which accrued after March 1, 1913, to be ascertained as the excess of the amount
received over the sum of the insurance-reserve liability and the dividend ac
cumulations provisionally apportioned to the policies on March 1, 1913. The
judgment of the court of appeals in 27 Fed. (2d) 237, noted at 98.34, vol. I,
which fixed the March 1, 1913, value of the policies by discounting, as of that
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date, at 4 percent, the total estimated value of the policies at their maturity,
was affirmed, for, while it did not ascertain the March 1, 1913, value or the
taxable gain with accuracy, the accuracy of such computation was not ques
tioned and it gave a result of which the taxpayer can not complain.
In applying sec. 202 (a) (1), act of 1918, to an insurance policy having no
market value, in determining the taxable gain realized upon the exercise at the
end of a tontine period, of the option to receive the face of the policies plus the
cash dividend then apportioned by the company, March 1, 1913, value is at
most merely a method of allocating a known income to the periods in which it
actually accrued, its fair value on such date being that part actually realized by
the taxpayer which, by the use of appropriate accounting methods, can fairly
be said to have accrued before March 1, 1913. (Supreme court of the United
States. Robert H. Lucas, collector of internal revenue for the District of Ken
tucky, v. Kate Halloway Alexander, et al., etc.)
Held that the conclusion that no part of the cost of units of one share of pre
ferred and two shares of common stock should be allocated to the common
stock which held the voting rights is not warranted on the ground that the
value of the common stock “was highly speculative and entirely prospective,”
since there is generally an existing value even in speculative and prospective
values, and in view of the fact that the common stock had the voting rights.
B. T. A. Dec. 2756 reversed and remanded to determine a fair apportionment of
cost as between the two classes of stock. If no apportionment can be made,
the taxpayer is not chargeable with gain upon the sale of such stock until he
shall have recovered the entire purchase price. (United States circuit court of
appeals, sixth circuit. Harry E. Collin v. Commissioner.)
The jurisdiction of the circuit court of appeals is limited to a review of the
decisions of the board of tax appeals upon matters of law and does not extend to
an inquiry in disputed questions of fact. (United States circuit court of ap
peals for fifth circuit. E. G. Robichaux Company, Ltd., v. Commissioner.)
The decedent’s gross estate should not include the present value of 90 per
cent. of the principal of eight so-called charitable trusts except as to the one
first terminated by the death of the beneficiary thereof, which pass to ten
charitable and religious corporations under the residuary clause of a will, where
the will provided that the trust funds of such eight charitable trusts were to be
come part of the residuary estate upon the death of the beneficiaries thereof,
and a codicil thereto modified the legacies to the religious and charitable institu
tions by providing that the proceeds of lapsed legacies and devises or illegal
devises should not increase the residuary estate and excluding such institutions
from sharing in any part of the estate except any remainder as shall exist or ap
pear if all the devises and legacies in the will and codicil were duly capitalized
and created, the estate was insufficient to pay all legacies and trusts in full, and
the state court, in construing the will, directed payments of 91 per cent. of the
legacies and trusts, and provided for a pro rata distribution of the eight chari
table trusts among the survivors, charitable and otherwise, since to use the
eight charitable trusts, except the one first terminated to supply the deficiency
either in the other seven or any of the other trusts and legacies, would violate
the state rule of perpetuities. Since none of the eight charitable trusts had
been terminated by death, the court held, on the basis of mortality tables, that
the first trust to be terminated would be that of the oldest beneficiaries, the
present value of which should be included in the gross estate. (United States
district court, northern district of New York. Francis E. Hidden & Empire
Trust Company as executors of the last will and testament of Thomas E. Hidden,
deceased, v. Cyrus Durey, collector of internal revenue of the 14th district of New
York.)
The collection of 1917 tax after the expiration of the statutory period is un
lawful, there being no authority for the waivers executed after the statute had
run, the waivers being without consideration. (District court of the United
States, western district of Pennsylvania. Spear & Co. v. D. B. Heiner,
collector.)
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS

(Note.—The fact that these solutions appear in The Journal of Account
should not cause the reader to assume that they are the official solutions
of the board of examiners. They represent merely the opinion of the editor of
the Students’ Department.)
ancy

Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
May 16, 1929, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.

The candidate must answer the first four questions
and one other question.
No. 3 (15 points):
After the closing of nominal accounts to profit-and-loss account but before
the transference of profit and loss to surplus, a company’s books show a profit
of $200,000 for the year ended December 31, 1928.
In arriving at this profit, the company’s bookkeeper has taken into account
actual receipts and disbursements during the year with regard to the following
items: interest received, $9,000; interest paid, $1,250; local taxes paid, $12,000;
insurance paid, $7,000, and cash discount allowed, $12,500.
(a) Prepare a statement adjusting the profit for the year, taking into con
sideration the following accruals:
December 31
1927
1928
Interest receivable accrued.......................................
$2,500 $3,000
Interest payable accrued...........................................
200
180
Local taxes prepaid....................................................
2,500
3,000
Insurance prepaid.......................................................
3,250
2,000
Reserve for cash discount on accounts receivable .
3,750
2,500
(b) Give the journal entries prepared to explain your adjustments on the
company’s books.
Solution:
The accruals at December 31, 1927, should be expressed on the books, if not
already recorded, by means of the following entry:
Interest receivable accrued.................................................
Local taxes prepaid...............................................................
Insurance prepaid.................................................................
Interest payable accrued.................................................
Reserve for cash discount on accounts receivable.........
Surplus (1927)....................................................................
To record the above accruals as of December 31, 1927.

$2,500
2,500
3,250

$

200
3,750
4,300

(a) Statement adjusting the profit for the year ended December 31, 1928.
Balance per books at December 31, 1928, before consider
ing the adjustments for certain accruals...................
$200,000
Add:
Increase in accrued interest receivable (A. J. E.
No. 1)...........................................................................
$500
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Decrease in accrued interest payable (A. J. E.
No. 2).............................................................................. $ 20
Increase in prepaid local taxes (A. J. E. No. 3)..............
500
Decrease in reserve for cash discounts allowable (A.
J.E. No. 5).................................................................
1,250 $
Total...............................................................................

2,270
$202,270

Deduct:
Decrease in prepaid insurance (A. J. E. No. 4)...............

1,250

Adjusted profit for the year ended December 31, 1928 . . .

$201,020

(b)

Explanatory adjusting journal entries:

(1)
Interest receivable accrued..................................................
Profit and loss....................................................................
To record the increase in the amount of
accrued interest receivable:
December 31, 1928.......................................
$3,000
December 31, 1927.......................................
2,500

Increase..........................................................

500

500

$ 500

(4)
Profit and loss.........................................................................
Insurance prepaid.............................................................
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20

$ 20

(3)
Local taxes prepaid...............................................................
Profit and loss...................................................................
To record the increase in the amount of
local taxes prepaid:
December 31, 1928.......................................
$3,000
December 31, 1927........................................
2,500
Increase......................................................

$500

$ 500

(2)
Interest payable accrued......................................................
Profit and loss...................................................................
To record the decrease in the amount of
accrued interest payable:
December 31, 1927.......................................
$200
December 31, 1928.......................................
180
Decrease.....................................................

$500

1,250
1,250
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To record the decrease in the amount of
prepaid insurance:

December 31, 1927.......................................
December 31, 1928.......................................

$3,250
2,000

Decrease.....................................................

$1,250

(5)
Reserve for cash discounts on accounts receivable.......... $1,250
Profit and loss...................................................................
To record the decrease in the amount of the
reserve for cash discounts allowable:
December 31, 1927.......................................
$3,750
December 31, 1928.......................................
2,500

Decrease.....................................................

$1,250

$1,250

No. 4 (10 points):
You are called upon to advise the officers of a large financial organization,
whose business involves the investment of increasingly large funds.
They have invested in 6 per cent. first mortgages, and also in bonds (railroad,
industrial, etc.) on which the gross yield, at present prices, does not average
more than 4.75 to 4.95.
Discuss their problem in a brief report, pointing out factors such as risk of loss,
or expense, that would tend to make one class more desirable than another.

Solution:
Board of Directors,
Gentlemen:
As requested by you we are submitting some general comments on factors to
be considered in the investment of the funds of your company. These factors
may be classified as follows:
(A) Security of principal
(B) Security and rate of income
(C) Marketability
(D) Expenses involved
(A) Security of principal. It would seem that bonds have an advantage
over mortgages in the following respects:
(1) Bond indentures generally place restrictions on the makers in the matters
of accumulating funds for the payment of principal and of expending funds for
certain purposes.
(2) The assets securing bonds are subjected to a close examination by the
expert agents of the underwriters while in the case of mortgages the amounts of
the mortgages are generally too small to justify large expenditures for thorough
examinations.
(3) The values of the assets securing bonds are, usually, more stable than
those securing mortgages.
(B) Security and rate of income. The rates of income from both bonds and
mortgages are largely dependent on the amount of risk involved. Mortgages,
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however, generally yield greater returns than bonds of the same class. The
security of income in the two classes may be compared as follows:
(1) Bond indentures often place restrictions on the makers in the matter of
accumulating funds with which to pay interest.
(2)
Bonds are frequently guaranteed as to interest payments.
(3) The earning powers of the makers of bonds are subjected to close scrutiny
by expert agents to assure the underwriters before the issue is promoted of the
probability of the payments of interest.
(4) In a majority of instances the earning power of mortgaged property is
dependent on income from rental, which is somewhat uncertain, whereas bonded
industrial and utility properties have returns which are quite certain except in
extreme circumstances. The underwriters of bond issues strive to limit the
amounts of issues to such a point that the investor will be amply protected,
both as to principal amount and as to interest, from ordinary business depres
sions.
(C) Marketability. The bonds have an additional advantage over mort
gages in the matter of marketability.
(1) Bonds of recognized merit are listed on a bond exchange which affords a
ready market, while mortgages are not listed. It is often necessary to allow a
large discount in order to sell a mortgage.
(2) Bond issues are divided into denominations of convenient size and may
be sold in the small denominations to many individuals or in small amounts if
the sale of the entire holding is not desired. Mortgages, as a rule, can not be
conveniently divided.
(D) Expenses involved. There is less expense involved in the purchase and
sale of bonds than there is in mortgages.
(1) Bonds may be obtained for any number of years desired and in buying
long-term bonds, when a long-term security is desired, a saving is made in the
expense of reinvesting funds.
(2) It may be stated that in the event of defaults of payments of principal or
interest the expenses involved in collection would generally be less in the case
of bonds.
In addition to the above comments it is also advisable to mention that
diversification of investments is desirable. The securities should be diversified
as to kinds of business represented, maturities and locations of issuing com
panies. This diversification can be more easily obtained in bonds than in
mortgages.
Yours very truly,
No. 5 (20 points):
The Deep Mine Company issued $50,000 worth of four-year, first-mortgage,
sinking-fund, 6 per cent. gold bonds dated July 1, 1924.
The bonds were sold on September 1, 1924, (with accrued interest) at
$103.59, a price at which they were advertised to yield 5 per cent, (semi-annual
coupons).
The bond indenture provided (1) that 25 cents per ton mined would be
deposited on June 30th of each year with the Central Trust Company for sink
ing-fund purposes and (2) that a sinking-fund reserve would be set aside on a
straight-line basis.
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The production of coal was as follows:
Year ended June 30, 1925................................................. 42,000 tons
“
“
“
“ 1926................................................. 56,000 “
“
“
“
“ 1927................................................. 50,000 “
“
“
“
“ 1928................................................. 58,000 “
The sinking fund earned 4 per cent. the first year and 5 per cent. thereafter.
Submit all journal entries necessary to express all these particulars on the
books of the company.

Solution:
July 1, 1924
(1)
Unissued first-mortgage bonds...............................
First-mortgage sinking-fund 6% gold bonds . . .
To record the authorized issue of four-year
first-mortgage sinking-fund 6% gold bonds.
See minutes of meetings of the board of direc
tors (page------) and stockholders (page------).

$50,000.00
$50,000.00

September 1, 1924
(2)
Cash............................................................................
52,295.00
Unissued first-mortgage bonds...........................
50,000.00
Unamortized premium on bonds.........................
1,795.00
Interest accrued on first-mortgage bonds...........
500.00
To record the sale of the first-mortgage bonds
at $103.59 and accrued interest.
If the bonds had been sold on July 1, 1924, at $103.59 the effective rate of
interest would have been 5 per cent. but the actual rate paid was slightly less
than 5 per cent, as no adjustment had been made in the price for the period
between July 1, 1924, and September 1, 1924, the date of sale.
In the following table the amount of the amortization of the bond premium
for the first period covers six months instead of four months, and results in a
slightly lower interest charge than would otherwise be the case, if the correct
price at September 1, 1924, had been used.
Bonds
outstanding
and
Debit unamortized
Credit
Debit
premium premium
Period
cash
interest
$51,795.00
Cost................................
January 1, 1925............ . . . . $ 1,500.00 $ 1,294.88 $ 205.12 51,589.88
210.25 51,379.63
1,289.75
July 1, 1925...................
1,500.00
1,500.00
215.51 51,164.12
January 1, 1926............
1,284.49
1,500.00
1,279.10
220.90 50,943.22
July 1, 1926...................
226.42 50,716.80
1,500.00
January 1, 1927.............
1,273.58
1,267.92
1,500.00
232.08 50,484.72
July 1, 1927...................
1,500.00
1,262.12
237.88 50,246.84
January 1, 1928............
1,500.00
1,253.16
246.84 50,000.00
July 1, 1928...................

Total........................... .... $12,000.00 $10,205.00 $1,795.00
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January 1, 1925

(3)
Interest expense............................................................. $ 1,294.88
Unamortized premium on bonds................................
205.12
Cash............................................................................
$ 1,500.00
To record the payment of semi-annual bond cou
pons due January 1, 1925, and to write off the
proportionate amount of the premium on bonds.
(4)
Interest accrued on first-mortgage bonds...................
500.00
Interest expense.........................................................
500.00
To credit the interest-expense account with the
amount of accrued interest at the date of the
sale of the bonds, September 1, 1924.

June 30, 1925
(5)
Sinking-fund trustee.....................................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the deposit with the Central Trust
Company for sinking-fund purposes per bond
indenture. (42,000 tons at $.25 a ton)
(6)
Surplus............................................................................
Sinking-fund reserve.................................................
To set aside a sinking-fund reserve as required
by the bond indenture, on a straight-line basis.

10,500.00
10,500.00

12,500.00

12,500.00

July 1, 1925.
(7)
Interest expense...........................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash.............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond cou
pons due this date and to write off the propor
tionate amount of premium on bonds.

1,289.75
210.25
1,500.00

January 1, 1926
(8)
Interest expense............................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond
coupons due this date and to write off the pro
portionate amount of premium on bonds.
June 30, 1926
(9)
Sinking-fund trustee.....................................................
Profit and loss (sinking-fund income).....................
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To record income earned on deposit of June 30,
1925 (4% of $10,500.00).
(10)
Sinking-fund trustee..................................................... $14,000.00
Cash............................................................................
$14,000.00
To record the deposit with the Central Trust
Company for sinking-fund purposes. (56,000
tons at $.25 a ton).
(11)
Surplus............................................................................
12,500.00
Sinking-fund reserve.................................................
12,500.00
To record the appropriation of surplus to the
sinking-fund reserve.
July 1, 1926
(12)
Interest expense.............................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond
coupons due this date and to write off the pro
portionate amount of premium on bonds.

1,279.10
220.90
1,500.00

January 1, 1927
(13)
Interest expense.............................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond
coupons due this date and to write off the pro
portionate amount of premium on bonds.

1,273.58
226.42
1,500.00

June 30, 1927

(14)
Sinking-fund trustee.....................................................
Profit and loss (sinking-fund income).....................
To record sinking-fund income:
Deposit June 30, 1925..................... $10,500.00
Income to June 30, 1926...............
420.00
Deposit June 30, 1926...................
14,000.00
Total in fund...........................

1,246.00

1,246.00

$24,920.00

Earning for year ended June 30,
1927 (5% of $24,920.00)......... $1,246.00

(15)
Sinking-fund trustee.....................................................
Cash............................................................................
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To record the deposit with the Central Trust
Company for sinking-fund purposes. (50,000
tons at $.25 a ton)
(16)
Surplus........................................................................... $12,500.00
Sinking-fund reserve.................................................
$12,500.00
To record the appropriation of surplus to the
sinking-fund reserve.

July 1, 1927

(17)
Interest expense.............................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond
coupons due this date and to write off the pro
portionate amount of premium on bonds.

1,267.92
232.08
1,500.00

January 1, 1928
(18)
Interest expense............................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond
coupons due this date and to write off the pro
portionate amount of premium on bonds.

1,262.12
237.88
1,500.00

June 30, 1928

(19)
Sinking-fund trustee.....................................................
Profit and loss (sinking-fund income).....................

To record sinking-fund income:
Deposits—
June 30, 1925.............................. $10,500.00
June 30, 1926..............................
14,000.00
June 30, 1927..............................
12,500.00
Total.........................................

$37,000.00

Income for years ended—
June 30, 1926....... $ 420.00
June 30, 1927..........
1,246.00

1,666.00

Balance June 30, 1928..................... $38,666.00

Earning for year ended June 30,
1928 (5% of $38,666.00)......... $ 1,933.30
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(20)
Sinking-fund trustee..................................................... $14,500.00
Cash............................................................................
$14,500.00
To record the deposit with the Central Trust
Company for sinking-fund purposes. (58,000
tons at $.25 a ton)
(21)
Surplus............................................................................ 12,500.00
Sinking-fund reserve.................................................
12,500.00
To record the appropriation of surplus to the
sinking-fund reserve.
July 1, 1928

(22)
Interest expense............................................................
Unamortized premium on bonds.................................
Cash............................................................................
To record the payment of semi-annual bond
coupons due this date and to write off the pro
portionate amount of premium on bonds.
(23)
First-mortgage sinking-fund 6% gold bonds............
Sinking-fund trustee.................................................
To record the redemption and retirement of
the first-mortgage 6% gold bonds.
(24)
Cash................................................................................
Sinking-fund trustee.................................................
To record the receipt of the balance in the sink
ing fund remaining after the redemption of
bonds.

(25)
Sinking-fund reserve......................................................
Surplus........................................................................
To record the transfer of the sinking-fund
reserve to surplus account.

1,253.16
246.84
1,500.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

5,099.30

5,099.30

50,000.00

50,000.00

While not a requirement of the problem, it is suggested that, in this and
similar problems, the candidate prepare for his own information memorandum
accounts in which to post the journal entries as a test of their accuracy.

First-mortgage sinking-fund 6%
gold bonds
(23) 50,000.00 (1) 50,000.00

Unissued first-mortgage bonds
(1)
50,000.00 (2) 50,000.00
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Unamortized premium on bonds
(3)
205.12 (2)
1,795.00
(7)
210.25
(8)
215.51
(12)
220.90
(13)
226.42
(17)
232.08
(18)
237.88
(22)
246.84

Bal.

Cash
52,295.00 (3)
5,099.30

6,105.70

(7)
(8)
(10)
(12)
(13)
(15)
(17)
(18)
(20)
(22)

63,500.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

Bal.

1,500.00
10,500.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
14,000.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
12,500.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
14,500.00
1,500.00

(6)
(11)
(16)
(21)

Surplus
12,500.00 (25)
12,500.00
12,500.00
12,500.00
50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

63,500.00

(5)
(9)
(10)
(14)
(15)
(19)
(20)

(6)
(11)
(16)
(21)

12,500.00
12,500.00
12,500.00
12,500.00

50,000.00

Sinking-fund trustee
10,500.00 (23) 50,000.00
420.00 (24) 5,099.30
14,000.00
1,246.00
12,500.00
1,933.30
14,500.00
55,099.30

Profit and loss,
sinking-fund income
(9)
420.00
(14)
1,246.00
3,599.30 (19)
1,933.30

3,599.30

10,205.00

Interest accrued on firstmortgage bonds
500.00 (2)
500.00
(4)

Sinking-fund reserve
(25)

Interest expense
500.00
1,294.88 (4)
1,289.75
1,284.49
1,279.10
1,273.58
1,267.92
1,262.12
1,253.16 Bal. 9,705.00

10,205.00

1,795.00

1,795.00

(2)
(24)

(3)
(7)
(8)
(12)
(13)
(17)
(18)
(22)

55,099.30

Cash
6,105.70
3,599.30
Profit and loss
00
Interest expense 9,705.00

3,599.30

9,705. 00 9,705.00
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No. 6 (20 points):
X agrees to rent Y’s store for ten years at the following annual rentals payable
in advance:
First three years.........................................................................
Next four years...........................................................................
Last three years...........................................................................

$3,000
3,600
4,000

If money is worth 5 per cent. compounded annually, what is the value of the
lease the day it takes effect?
Submit proof of your answer.
Given—
V2 = 1.85941043; Vs = 5.07569206; V9 = 7.10782168
Solution:
The rent for the first year, payable in advance, is worth..................

$ 3,000.00

The rent for the second and third years is an ordinary annuity of
two rents.

Present value of an ordinary annuity of one for two
periods (V2) as given.......................................... 1.85941043
Multiply by the amount of each rent.....................
$3,000.00

5,578.23

The rent for the next four years is an ordinary annuity
of four rents deferred two periods.
Present value of an ordinary annuity of one for six
periods (V6) as given.......................................... 5.07569206
Less present value of an ordinary annuity of one for
two periods........................................................... 1.85941043
Present value of four rents deferred two periods ... 3.21628163
Multiply by the amount of each rent.....................
$3,600.00

11,578.61

The rent for the last three years is an ordinary annu
ity of three rents deferred six periods.

Present value of an ordinary annuity of one for
nine periods (V9) as given................................. 7.10782168
Less present value of an ordinary annuity of one for
six periods............................................................. 5.07569206
Present value of three rents deferred six periods ... 2.03212962
Multiply by the amount of each rent........................
$4,000.00

Total.................................................................................
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Beginning of year

Proof
Interest

Rent

1...........................................
$ 3,000.00
2........................................... . ... $1,264.27
3,000.00
3........................................... . ... 1,177.48
3,000.00
4........................................... .... 1,086.36
3,600.00
5...........................................
960.67
3,600.00
828.71
6...........................................
3,600.00
7...........................................
690.14
3,600.00
8...........................................
544.65
4,000.00
9...........................................
371.88
4,000.00
10...........................................
190.48
4,000.00
$7,114.64 $35,400.00
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Balance
$28,285.36
25,285.36
23,549.63
21,727.11
19,213.47
16,574.14
13,802.85
10,892.99
7,437.64
3,809.52
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BANKERS’ BALANCES, by Leonard L. Watkins. A. W. Shaw Company,
Chicago. 29 pages.
Bankers' Balances won for its author, Professor L. L. Watkins of the Univer
sity of Michigan, the first triennial reward offered by the Chicago Trust Com
pany “for the best original contribution to knowledge and advancement in the
field of business development and the modern trust company,” a sufficient
testimonial to recommend the work to all students of finance. As stated in the
preface, “The primary objective of this study has been to examine the condi
tions that gave rise to bankers’ balances and the characteristic relationships
existing under the old banking system, in the endeavor to ascertain the principal
changes that have in fact taken place with respect to banking relationships
under the new system, and the degree to which those changes have conformed
to expectations.”
In 1914, when the federal reserve act went into effect, central reserve city
banks held $1,047,000,000 in bankers’ deposits, more than 50 per cent. of the
total bankers’ deposits held by national banks. At the same time reserve city
banks held $888,000,000 in bankers’ deposits. These deposits represented
about one half of the total deposits held by these banks, and were largely de
rived from country banks which were allowed under the old national banking
law to count such deposits as a part of their legal reserve. These bankers’
deposits, as Professor Watkins points out, “differentiated our banking system
from all others, and in many respects made it worse than most others.”
Of special significance to the advocates of a new banking system was the fact
that over one third of the bankers' deposits held by national banks was concen
trated in New York banks. These banks lent huge sums in the New York stock
market. This pyramiding of deposits in the city of New York, it was held, was
directly responsible for the panic of 1907, which paralyzed the industrial plant
of the country for several months at a time when a high level of prosperity pre
vailed here and abroad. Consequently much of the debate for and against the
federal reserve act centered around the desirability of permitting our national
banks to continue to deposit large sums of money in the banks of the city of
New York.
For the avowed purpose of effecting a material reduction in bankers’ deposits,
the federal reserve act provided for the pooling of the reserves required of na
tional banks in twelve government controlled banks. The resources of these
banks were to be used in turn to help national banks and state banks which
became members of the federal reserve system to carry loans arising out of com
mercial transactions. Quoting from Professor Watkins’ book, “Though there
was nothing in the act to prevent member banks from continuing to carry bal
ances with correspondents, such balances would no longer count as reserve;
hence it was argued that the motive for carrying such balances would be
absent, or at least no very large amount of funds would be available for that pur
pose. It was expected, therefore, that the funds of interior banking institu
tions would be largely divorced from New York and the stock market. Mainly
to prevent the resources of the federal reserve system from being drawn largely
into the security market, securities other than those of the United States gov-
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eminent were ruled out as a basis for loans to member banks or open market
transactions. Finally, the establishment of a nation-wide clearing system was
an answer to those who claimed that bankers’ balances would still be necessary
for clearance purposes.”
At this point it is interesting to reread the following from The Operation of the
New Bank Act, published in 1914 by Professor Thomas Conway and Professor
Ernest M. Patterson: “The withdrawal of reserve accounts from the central
reserve city banks will be a severe experience. Some institutions may be re
duced in size, power and prestige will correspondingly diminish, officers will be
released and the services of many clerks dispensed with.” Professor W. A.
Scott also wrote as follows at the same time, “ It seems highly probable, indeed
almost certain, that the call-loan business on the New York stock exchange
will be considerably diminished.” That this is exactly what our large city
banks, particularly those in New York, expected is amply demonstrated by the
vigorous fight they waged against the act with the assistance, painful to recall,
of the American Bankers Association.
However, both friends and foes of the federal reserve system seemed to over
look the real reasons why country banks piled up funds in large city banks.
These reasons may be briefly summarized as follows:
1. To obtain the services of large city banks in clearing cheques.
2. To establish credit for the purpose of borrowing funds when the local
demand was at its peak, as during the crop-moving periods in the west and
south.
3. To establish and maintain the connections needed to invest surplus
funds.
Needless to say, as Professor Watkins demonstrates with clearness and precision,
the federal reserve system was not designed to assume exclusive control of the
services that large city banks had been performing for their country correspond
ents. Furthermore, although the federal reserve law succeeded in making com
mercial paper a preferred investment for members of the system, it did not
deny country national banks the following important privileges:
1. Of lending surplus funds during seasons of reduced business activity
in their respective communities to large city banks which have access to a
large volume of commercial transactions and to the security markets where
a fluctuating volume of funds can be employed to best advantage, and
2. Of investing surplus funds, with the assistance of their large city
correspondents, in corporation securities.
Consequently, in spite of the fears of the large city banks and contrary to the
hopes of many of the men who helped to bring the federal reserve system into
existence, bankers’ deposits have not only not declined but on the contrary
have steadily risen from $2,705,000,000 in 1914 to $4,297,000,000 in 1926.
Furthermore, as Professor Watkins goes on to prove, central reserve city banks,
with the New York banks in the same relative position of importance, still
continue to report over 50 per cent. and reserve city banks over 40 per cent. of
the bankers’ deposits reported by national banks.
Professor Watkins has succeeded in collecting and presenting a great many
significant facts in regard to what has transpired in the field of banking since
the federal reserve act became a law in December, 1913. He has also set forth
clearly and effectively the conclusions that these facts make inevitable in regard
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to the effect of the federal reserve law on bankers’ balances. Although he ap
pears cautious in regard to recommendations and forecasts, in the last chapter
of his book on banking policy he presents several suggestions that deserve the
most careful consideration of all who are interested in making the federal
reserve system function in the most useful way possible.
Archie M. Peisch.

KEANE’S MANUAL OF INVESTMENT TRUSTS, 1929, by C. P. Keane.
The Financial Publishing Company, New York. 1,488 pages.
The second edition of Keane's Manual of Investment Trusts is larger than the
first and contains a fairly complete history of over 400 organizations. The
statistics presented are current and well arranged, giving under each organiza
tion such information as the capital structure, income statement and balancesheet, restrictions, if any, officers and directors. In addition to the regular
index there is a directory of directors and personnel, bank affiliations and
offering houses.
Reading through the book, one is impressed with the various types of organi
zations coming under the classification of investment trusts, including (1)
limited or fixed trusts in which an investor purchases a proportionate interest in
designated holdings; (2) Massachusetts trusts or corporations in which the man
agement acts for the shareholders with little or no restrictions, and (3) holding
companies where the stockholders have no more control than in any large cor
poration.
As to the underlying security in back of the shares of the investment trusts
we find a variance from no information, through general statistics, to apparently
complete lists of securities owned. While approximately 75 organizations pub
lish their portfolios (which are cross referenced under the caption, “Securities
held by investment trusts”) one must feel that the proper type of management
is the best element of safety.
Some of the names adopted indicate that the organizers or issuing houses
have endeavored to appeal to investors through geographical locations, special
industries or the type of investment to be included in the portfolio. Others
offer apparent safety in a wide distribution in these three particulars. The
most prevalent classifications of securities include insurance companies, banks,
public utilities, oil and airplane companies.
Only seven pages are devoted to the capitalization of British investment
trusts, so there is no basis for comparison with the American organizations.
Except for the directories, cross references and market quotations of invest
ment-trust shares, part II contains information not to be expected in a manual.
It is “included for the purpose of explaining what investment trusts are, their
different forms and methods of operation in the United States as well as in
England and Scotland.”
Several individuals and committees are quoted on such subjects as (1) history
and growth of investment trusts, (2) the use of debentures for unusual safety
with adequate yield, (3) the widespread prevalence of the investment-trust
idea, (4) underlying principles, (5) forms of organizations, (6) growth in our
national wealth and financial machinery, (7) experts who invest for laymen.
This section includes extracts from the reports of the investment-trust com
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mittees of the Investment Bankers Association and the National Association
of Security Commissioners.
The attitude of the New York stock exchange toward listing the shares of
investment trusts is cited. (Listing privileges have since been given.) An
extract from the report of the commissioner of corporations of the state of
California indicates that some investment trusts are not wholly in favor of
publishing lists of the securities owned by them. The regulations, if any, of the
various states are given, indicating that California and Massachusetts lead in
the matter of supervision of investment trusts.
The article by H. E. Schreiber on the accounts of an investment trust, which
recently appeared in The Journal of Accountancy, is reprinted in the
manual. Additional bibliography of investment-trust literature is listed.
The following, by Dr. Leland Rex Robinson, is worth quoting:
“The British investment trusts have made their principal purpose (a)
investment and reinvestment under continuous supervision, of (b) capital
derived from sale of debentures, preferred and common stocks, in (c) a
broad, and usually international, distribution of risk (d) consisting of
bonds, preferred and common stocks of a great variety of issuers (e) which
are held in relatively such small proportions that no responsibilities of
management, finance, or direction are involved, and (f) through the net
earnings derived from which there are accumulated substantial reserves.”
The manual will be found useful to bankers, economists, students and in
dividuals who may be interested in the formation of investment trusts.
Edward A. Benson.

HANDBOOK OF FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS, by Justin H. Moore.
Prentice Hall, Inc., New York. 1,216 pages.
The purpose of the Handbook of Financial Mathematics is to furnish a formula
for practically any question which may arise in the calculation of annuities in
their varied forms, so that with the help of a plentiful supply of tables and of
examples worked out in detail a reader with little knowledge of mathematics
can solve his problem by simple arithmetic.
The book covers a wide field, including not only simple annuities and sinking
funds but various phases of bond and stock values, probabilities and life insur
ance. Over 250 formulae are given and the text is well subdivided into 44 chap
ters, so that even without the index of 52 pages the reader should be able to
find a solution of his problem without undue trouble.
The text is written in simple English with plenty of “padding,” which makes
it as easy to read as a novel. To one somewhat versed in actuarial science
there appear to be too many formulae for the same fundamental facts, and con
siderable repetition, but the author has been redundant with a purpose—to
deal in each chapter with all the questions which may arise under that caption.
In the chapter on depreciation, for instance, he even uses different symbols
from those used under compound discount, although the formula is the same, in
order to make the meaning clear.
Two formulae well known by name should be mentioned in a subsequent edi
tion : Makeham’s formula for arriving at bond values and Hoskold’s formula for
the present worth of a wasting asset when the sinking-fund rate is different from
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the income rate desired on the investment. A formula bearing on the latter
problem is given in the chapter on depreciation (formula 179), but, being trans
posed, would hardly be recognized. Not that I like the form of Hoskold’s
formula, but it is one often referred to by engineers and by the board of tax
appeals.
A little knowledge is proverbially dangerous, and great care will have to be
taken by the reader with little knowledge of exponents in substituting the known
facts for the formulae, although the numerous illustrations should prevent error.
The second section of the volume (chapters 31 to 44) contains chapters on
algebra, progressions, logarithms and the derivations of the formulae previously
given, so that the student has all the information required for a thorough knowl
edge of the whole subject. The large number of formulae should not discourage
the students, who should remember that they are all based on the single com
pound-interest factor (1 + i)n. It is like the Chinese philosophy: The Illimit
able produced the Great Extreme, the Great Extreme produced the Two
Principles, the Two Principles produced the Four Figures and from the Four
Figures were developed the Eight Diagrams.
Edward Fraser.

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MANUFACTURING COSTS, by Lawrence
R. Dicksee. Gee & Co., London. 39 pages.
The Fundamentals of Manufacturing Costs is a small volume of approximately
forty pages in which the author emphasizes the importance of a report issued by
the federal trade commission July 1, 1916. The author has not attempted to
deal exhaustively with the subject of manufacturing costs. More than half of
this little volume is a transcript of the pamphlet setting forth the principles and
procedure of a cost-finding system, by the federal trade commission at the in
stance of Edward N. Hurley, chairman.
Many professional practitioners will recall that the purpose of the commission
in issuing this booklet was to call attention to the fact that an amazing number
of manufacturers have no adequate cost system. As a result, the pricing of
goods is often based on an arbitrary and unsound economic basis. With the
hope of improving this condition and in so far as possible of eliminating ruinous
competition, the government endeavored in this pamphlet to bring out the im
portance of manufacturing costs and the principles underlying them.
Professor Dicksee has reproduced this work in the form of an appendix, de
voting a dozen or more pages to emphasis of the need of a thorough understand
ing of sound cost-finding principles and their application.
The author amplifies the main principles laid down in the appendix and advo
cates sectional balancing, with the idea that the cost accounts should be treated
as an independent department controlled and brought into agreement with the
financial accounts through the medium of a coordinating rather than an inter
locking system shown in the appendix.
In the reviewer’s opinion the booklet might prove valuable to accounting
students entering the field of cost accounting, but it seems too elementary for
the professional practitioner.
Walter A. Musgrave.
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COMMON LEGAL PRINCIPLES, by Francis W. Marshall. Funk &
Wagnalls Co., New York. 2 vols., 762 pages.
This is the age of compendia triumphant. It is the fashion to write books
containing the essentials of a whole subject. All history, all science, all philoso
phy have lately been proffered to the public in single books, each pair of covers
embracing a complete branch of human knowledge.
Perhaps the tendency is a good one—it would hardly persist if there were not
a demand for the products. A man of this generation can hardly hope to ap
proach a thorough knowledge of more than one subject. And, as the number
of subjects about which every intelligent person is expected to know something
increases relentlessly, the average man turns desperately to the books which
will give him the “meat” in a minimum of time.
There is plenty of “meat” in Francis W. Marshall’s compendium of common
legal principles that everyone should know. He has attempted to express the
fundamental common-law postulates in terms of leading judicial interpretations.
Mr. Marshall is impatient with popular applause of new legislation as a cure-all
for every social distemper. The carefully preserved opinions of eminent jurists
(of which the public is generally ignorant), based on the principles of justice
evolved throughout the experience of mankind, are in the author’s opinion the
foundation of our legal system, and he has planned his book accordingly.
The general subjects on which he has assembled data are contracts, torts,
criminal law, agency, wills, personal relations, property, equity, trusts, sales,
negotiable instruments, partnership, corporations, evidence, bankruptcy and
constitutional law. Two additional chapters contain ancient legal maxims and
ten notable illustrative cases, and appendices include the constitution of the
United States, canons of professional ethics for lawyers and for judges, and speci
men legal forms.
The method of the body of the book is to ask a pertinent question and to
answer it by quotation from a leading court opinion. Thus, in the chapter
on evidence:
“Under what circumstances are records made in the usual course of
business admissible in court?
“ The admissibility of the record in such cases depends on whether or not
under the circumstances it comes within one of the recognized exceptions
to the hearsay rule. Professor Wigmore states that the principles under
lying the exception to the hearsay rule, which justify the admission of the
test of cross examination are two: (1) necessity and (2) a circumstantial
guarantee of the trustworthiness of the evidence which in effect makes cross
examination unnecessary. Wigmore on Evidence, sec. 1420. In accord
ance with these principles, which have been widely adopted by the courts,
records made in the regular course of business are usually admissible when
the entrant is necessarily absent by reason of death or absence from the
jurisdiction. The principle of necessity is plainly present and the trust
worthiness of the record is guaranteed, when supported by the testimony
of some person who can prove its identity and correctness and its prepara
tion and use, under circumstances which furnish substantial proof of its
correctness.
“Soper, DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. Tomlinson, 296 Fed. 634.”
This book should be of assistance to accountants who desire a general knowl
edge of the principles of law.
J. L. C.
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Outline of LaSalle
Higher Accountancy Training
LaSalle higher accountancy training furnishes the student with thorough in
struction and service aids in every phase of accounting from the fundamentals
to the advanced technique needed by the executive accountant and the certified
public accountant. It includes:
ELEMENTS OF ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
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of cost accounting and installation
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AUDITING PROCEDURE
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the student “how” to audit accounts.

The lessons cover the audit of a represen
tative business concern and show the
schedules to be prepared and how the
audit report is written. The text covers
all details and is supplemented by a com
plete set of audit work papers and an
audit report.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

Text and ten loose-leaf lessons explaining
the principles of accounting systems in5stallations, the use of mechanical devices
and the systems used in representative
retail manufacturing and institutional
organizations.
BUSINESS LAW

Text and twelve loose-leaf lessons. A
comprehensive presentation of the business laws with which the accountant
comes in contact.
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Text and six loose-leaf lessons explaining
the various types of business organization, the principles of organization and
7 the laws governing the various forms.
CHOICE OF ONE ELECTIVE (SPECIALIZED
TRAINING COURSE) FROM THE
FOLLOWING GROUPS:

C. P. A. Coaching, Income Tax Procedure, Manufacturing, Retailing, Munici8 pal, Institutional, etc., for intensive
specialization.

The training, consisting of 103 lessons and texts plus the elective, is almost
entirely accomplished through the use of our “Problem Method." It is sup
plemented by a broad consultation privilege on personal and business problems
and by 23 special lectures on important business problems written by wellknown authorities.
A complimentary copy of our catalog with more complete outline of this train
ing will be sent to you if you will write Dep’t 8479-H.

LaSalle Extension University
Michigan Avenue at Forty-First Street
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ILLINOIS
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Coaching for C.P.A. Examinations
At the C.P.A. examinations a candidate’s procedure must be swift and certain. Before he
attacks a problem he must be sure of the kind of work-sheet to use and at what point to
begin work; the very appearance of the paper to be turned in to the examiners must be
determined. A candidate should be thoroughly posted on such matters; at the examina
tions there is no time for experimenting.

Our resident coaching class provides a thorough, definite, organized means of pre
paring yourself for the next examinations. In addition to a thorough review of all account
ing principles, it teaches you how to attack a problem, how to arrange your work-sheets,
and how best to present your papers to the examiners.
Our next course begins on Tuesday, September 3, 1929, at the Engineering Audi
torium, 25-33 West 39th Street, New York City, at 6:15 P.M.
The same coaching may be had by correspondence by those desiring it.
Write for complete information; there is no obligation attached.

C.P.A. EXAMINATIONS REVIEW
FISK BUILDING

Telephone, Columbus 9180

Broadway at Fifty-seventh Street
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Conducted by HENRY L. SEIDMAN. B.C.S., LL.B., C.P.A. and Associates
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THE ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX —1578 pages
FIRST SUPPLEMENT — 599 pages
and now THE SECOND SUPPLEMENT—containing 799 pages
The references which are contained in the present supplement do not duplicate those which appeared in
the original index and supplement of 1923
All three are necessary to reach the entire field of accounting literature

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.
Accountants’ Index................... $10.00
First Supplement...................... 5.00
Second Supplement................. 10.00

Complete Set.......................... $25.00
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Precise, painstaking professions
—like accounting and auditing—deserve .
dependable working tools—like Dixon’s
Thin-Ex. These thin, colored lead pencils
can be needle pointed in an ordinary pen
cil sharpener. The marks they make are
clean, firm, brilliant and erasable. You’ll
find the Thin-Ex colors particularly useful
on ledgers and balance sheets—wherever
individual work must be distinguished.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Pencil
Dept. 117-J, Jersey City, N.J.
Thin-Ex is offered in 2-4 colors and in combination red-and-blue.
Color card, full-length samples of Thin-Ex and of Dixon's Eldorado,
"The master accounting pencil," will be sentyou free upon request.

$18.50 Parcel Post Prepaid
$19.50 West of the Mississippi
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By Charles B. Couchman, C.P.A.

Preparation for
C.P.A. EXAMINATIONS
of November, 1929
NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY
AMERICAN INSTITUTE
The strictly resident course of the Post-Graduate School
of Accountancy, conducted personally by Paul-Joseph
Esquerre, C.P.A., will begin on Tuesday, September
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P.M.
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This book explains the use of
the balance-sheet in the busi
ness world of America today.
As it is not possible to define
and explain fully all the classi
fications which may appear upon a
balance-sheet, an effort has been
made in this book to select those
that are most common, an under
standing of which is necessary in the
preparation of correct balance-sheets.
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